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Abstract 

Software industry deals with a vital challenge that is caused by a rapidly growing demand for 

speedy and cost-effective development of large and complex software systems. To overcome this 

challenge, software community is moving towards the component based software engineering 

(CBSE). The major inspiration for software industry, to adopt CBSE as its software development 

paradigm, is to rapidly build and deploy complex and trustworthy software systems with 

enormous savings, least engineering effort, cost, and time. CBSE provides the technical facilities 

that enable the easy assembly and upgrading of the software systems out of independently 

developed pieces of the software.  

As the demand for new software increases, software reuse has become an attraction point for the 

many organizations because in a competitive environment, every organization wants to increase 

its productivity, reduce the development cost and time to market. Organizations also want to 

achieve a systematic software reuse in order to ensure a higher reliability, better maintenance and 

quality by exploiting reusability. Software reuse has become an important objective for every 

organization that is developing the software systems. CBSE is the systematic approach to 

achieve the systematic software reuse. 

The aim of this thesis is to present a precise study of the CBSE advantages, available CBSE 

lifecycle models in literature, component models, CBSE cost benefits analysis (CBA), and 

comparison of CBSE economics with another software reuse strategy named as copy paste 

strategy in the railway industry. This thesis also defines a method to identify the reusable 

software components from the existing systems. A case study was performed at train control 

management system (TCMS) supplier organization to define a suitable CBSE lifecycle, a 

component model for TCMS, and apply the defined method for the identification of reusable 

software from the existing system in real-time environment. The detailed cost benefits analysis 

was performed on real data to justify the upfront cost of the CBSE. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 - Background  

Effective reuse of knowledge, processes, and products from previous software developments 

can increase the productivity and quality in the software projects by an order of magnitude. In 

fact, software production using reusable components will probably be crucial to software 

industry’s evolution to high levels of maturity [1].  

Due to the constant change in the technology, lack of standardization and difficulties in 

changes, the business value of the legacy systems have become weaker. We cannot undermine 

the importance of the legacy systems because some of their functions are too valuable to be 

discarded and too expensive to reproduce. The software industry and researchers have 

recently paid more attention towards the component based software development (CBSD) to 

enhance the productivity, achieve systematic reuse and accelerate time to market. Instead of 

re-implementing the business critical applications with-in time and resource constraints, the 

best option is Software Reengineering (SRE) with effective design and architecture which can 

make the system better for the reusability and maintainability. The motivations behind the 

reuse of the components are faster development, lower cost of development and better 

usability.  

Component based software development is the systematic way to achieve the software reuse 

that can significantly minimize the development cost and time to market and improve 

maintainability, reliability and the overall quality of the software system. This approach has 

raised a tremendous amount of interests both in the research community and in the software 

industry because component based software reuse is widely accepted as an important and 

systematic reuse strategy and at same time with other promises such as higher quality product, 

effort reduction, time-to-market, reduction in maintenance costs, improvement in business 

processes, manage the complexity and increase the productivity. The life cycle and software 

engineering model of component based software development (CBSD) is much different from 

that of the traditional ones. 

Nowadays many companies are moving towards the component based software development 

paradigm to achieve all the benefits that have been described above particularly to achieve the 

systematic software reuse and software quality. They want to transform their existing software 

development model to the component based software model for achieving the high level 
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reusability and standardization at the application level. The identification and extraction of 

reusable software components from existing systems is an intriguing and attractive idea for 

those companies that do not have the enough resources at the initial stage to start component 

based software development because component based software reuse programs heavily 

depends on a software reuse repository for achieving a success and normally, at the initial 

stage repository size is not big enough.  

In short term, building the generic components is more expensive than developing the custom 

components because of overhead of establishing the set up for CBSD. A rich and well 

organized component repository of the reusable software components is very important to 

deploy the CBSD successfully and gain the long term economic benefits from the CBSD. 

However, at the beginning such repository will not be available to an organization, unless it 

can reuse the software components that it has developed in past without keeping the reuse in 

mind. Mature application domains, where most of the components or functions that need to be 

used already exist in some form in the earlier systems, can cater the sufficient components for 

the software reuse. In such case, the old systems were probably designed and implemented by 

the reusing functions informally [1].  

Component based software development can be supported potentially by applying the 

following two steps: 1) identify the reusable software components from the existing system 2) 

after the identification process put some more effort to make these components more generic 

and understanding their meaning and producing related specification. This identification 

process will help to fill the component repository with minimum effort, cost and in lesser time 

than developing generic components from the scratch. The companies that are moving newly 

toward the CBSD should look through an existing software system for the reusable software 

components to reduce the effort, cost and time. In other words, extracting and reengineering 

reusable software components from the existing systems seems to be one of more promising 

ways for obtaining the systematic software reuse. There are a lot of techniques which are 

available in the literature today to evaluate the existing systems and find the reusable software 

components.      

Every organization is looking for achieving software reuse in a more systematic way for 

developing software to increase their productivity as well as to meet fast growing demand for 

the rapid and cost-effective development of large-scale and complex software systems. 

Recently, there has been progress on a new way to achieve the systematic software reuse 
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known as component based development (CBD). CBD achieves the software reuse through 

selection of the ready-made pieces of software, evaluation and assembly process. These 

ready-made pieces of software can be acquired from a diverse set of sources and used together 

with the custom specific components to construct a complete application.   

CBD promotes large-scale reuse, as it focuses on building applications by integrating ready-

made component rather than implementing complete system from the scratch. CBD has 

become popular across the various organizations because it does not only promote the large-

scale reuse but also at the same time provides the other benefits such as complexity 

management, increase productivity, high quality, shorter time-to-market and lower 

maintenance costs. All mature organizations are moving to CBD approach to obtain all the 

benefits in the one package. 

Train control application domain is also a mature application domain where most of the 

software modules that needs to be used already exist in the old systems, should provide the 

sufficient reusable software components for the future reuse. In this domain most of the 

components such as brake control, door control are very similar in the functionality except 

few functions which vary from application to application. Currently, most of the organizations 

are achieving a software reuse by the copy and paste method and these organizations know 

well that this kind of software reuse strategy is not a systematic. These organizations are 

looking for achieving the software reuse in a systematic way while keeping the software 

quality intact.   

Train control applications can be considered the real time embedded systems because all the 

tasks are scheduled on the central control units (CCU) and other micro controllers. These 

tasks contain different kind of sub-functions which carry out a large-scale function altogether 

such as a brake control system contains a lot of sub-functions to accomplish the brake tasks. 

Train control applications design is very coupled in term of the hardware and software. 

Hardware and software components works together to accomplish the tasks and coupled very 

tightly with each other which also increases the system complexity. Development of such 

complex applications require suitable and efficient software engineering methods, processes 

and models since any type of a malfunction to these systems have severe consequences.    

The organizations that are delivering train control applications are moving towards the 

component based development (CBD) so that they could minimize their development costs, 

manage the complexity, increased productivity, shorter time to market, decrease the 
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maintenance costs, achieve high percentage of reusability, increase reliability and 

functionality to compete with their competitors in the global market. The CBD can be a good 

solution to these organizations for achieving standardization, high level reusability and satisfy 

their sub-partners (manufacturers) in term of less delivery time. Bombardier Transportation is 

a multinational company, which deals with the rail equipment division, is also looking for 

shifting from the existing software development lifecycle (SDLC) to component based 

software paradigm and also wants the standardization at the application level.     

1.2 - Purpose 

The goal of this thesis work is to propose the systematic process or technique for extracting 

the reusable software components from existing train control systems by studying the assets 

of existing systems such as software requirement specification (SRS), design documents, 

code, test cases, interviews with the domain experts etc and after the extraction process, 

propose CBD (component based development) as a solution towards achieving an efficient 

and systematic software reuse. The input for this thesis has been obtained from the real 

railway company by exploring their three projects that have already been deployed in the real 

train control environment. This report also investigates the various approaches of measuring 

the software reusability.  

The purpose of this thesis is also to describe the benefits of the component based software 

engineering in the embedded train control systems, characteristics of train control applications 

in the embedded environment, high level hardware and software architecture of the train 

control applications, different component based software development life cycles in the 

literature, component composition techniques, component models, cost benefits analysis of 

the CBSD and compare with the copy paste method, economics of the software reuse and 

suggest a more suitable CBSD life cycle for the train control applications, a component model 

and integrate the proposed CBSD lifecycle model with the traditional lifecycle model in the 

train control systems.  

Concretely, in this study we propose a component based software development (CBSD) for 

the train control applications as a systematic reuse strategy supported by the component based 

software development (CBSD) lifecycle model, abstract level component model, composition 

techniques, and CBSD integration with a traditional software development life cycle (SDLC), 

relationship between software reuse and CBSD (component based software development), 
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and cost benefits analysis (CBA) of CBSD and compare with the other software reuse strategy 

called  ‘copy paste strategy’.  

1.3 - Research Questions 

 The questions, which will be answered during the course of this research, are as follows: 

 What is a suitable Component-Based Development (CBD) Process Model for the train 

control systems? 

 How can train control systems be built in efficient way by using the CBSE rules?  

 What is a suitable Component Model for the train control systems? 

 Is there any technique or process to identify the reusable software components from 

the existing train control systems?  

 Is it possible to measure the software component reusability by using some metrics? 

 Is it possible to integrate the traditional SDLC with the CBD cycle? 

 Will CBD replace the need of traditional software engineering approaches? 

 What will be the benefits of CBD in the train control application’s domain? 

1.4 - Research Method 

The method that has been used for research in this thesis comes under the head of qualitative 

research. This method does not explores only when, where, what but also investigate the how 

and why of decision making. The following methods have been used for gathering 

information: 

 Analysis of the three existing projects documentation 

 Semi-structured interviews 

 Study of literature 

 Feedback meetings 

 Discussion with the supervisors 

The starting point of study was to investigate and understand the existing software processes 

and sub-processes of an organization under an examination. The whole SDLC was studied 

phase by phase and number of documents studied to understand the flow of processes. All the 

inputs and outputs of each phase were written down properly in the document. The 

Architecture of the system was understood after the meeting with the designers and domain 

experts. The architecture of development framework IEC 61131-3, that is currently being 
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used in the most train control applications, was explored and other different kind of 

documents were studied to understand the hardware devices and their relationship with the 

software. 

There are lots of approaches in the literature that have been written regarding to the object 

oriented design but very few literature available for train control domain which is more 

function oriented. The new systematic process was defined for the identification of the 

reusable software components from the existing systems in the train control system with the 

help of small literature available and extensive discussion with both the supervisors. Several 

meetings were organized with the project managers and with other employees in the company 

to get the different kinds of software estimations.  

1.5 - Report Structure 

This report has three parts, component based software development (CBSD) lifecycle models 

and component models, reusable software components identification technique from the 

existing system and Cost benefits Analysis of component based software engineering (CBSE); 

and is divided into eight different chapters. The first chapter describes the subject matter with 

background, purpose of this study, research questions etc.  

 

Second chapter gives the overview of train control applications such as hardware and software 

architecture, architecture style of the train control applications and characteristics of the train 

control applications with relation to the embedded systems. Part one of the report starts from 

the third chapter which explores the advantages of CBSE, CBSE lifecycle models, component 

composition techniques and component models. The fourth chapter provides a theoretical 

background of software reuse metrics to evaluate the software reuse and describes the 

technique for the identification of reusable software components from the existing systems.  

 

Part two of the report starts with fifth chapter which presents a proposed CBSD lifecycle 

model and component model for train control applications. This chapter further describes 

about the combinations of CBSD lifecycle model with a traditional V model for developing 

the train control applications. It ends with a summary of our purposed CBSD lifecycle model. 

Third and fifth chapter has relation in a sense, in third chapter theoretical framework has 

made and on the basis of the theoretical framework we have defined our CBSE model and 

component model for the train control systems. 
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Chapter six presents the practical applicability of our proposed techniques for the 

identification of reusable software components from existing systems at real company that is 

developing the train control applications. It contains the step by step procedure to apply the 

technique. All the data has been taken from real organization for the analysis purpose. Fourth 

and sixth chapter has relation in a sense, in fourth chapter we have defined the technique by 

using the literature and in sixth chapter we have applied this technique in the real environment 

to show its applicability.  

Part three of the report starts with the seventh chapter which presents the cost benefits 

analysis of a component based software engineering (CBSE). This chapter further describes 

the cost benefits analysis of the copy paste reuse strategy and compare the component based 

reuse strategy with the copy paste reuse strategy. All the data has been collected from a real 

organization for the analysis purpose. Copy paste reuse strategy is currently being used in this 

organization. We have also evaluated the current reuse in the brake component and door 

component but in this report, only brake component is discussed. Report ends with the final 

conclusions in the eighth chapter. 

1.6 - Audience of Report 

The report is intended to all the readers who want to know about the CBSD benefits in the 

embedded systems as well as in the other systems, CBSD life cycles models particularly in a 

train control domain, CBSD component models for embedded systems, software reuse 

metrics, systematic approach to identify the reusable software components from the existing 

system especially applications which are being built in the IEC 61131-3 and integrating 

traditional software engineering process model into component based development. The cost 

benefits analysis of CBSD has been performed therefore, knowledge of CBSD economics can 

be obtained. This report will also help someone who wants to know about the train control 

applications high level software and hardware architecture and architecture style.   

1.7 - Limitations 

Three existing projects have been studied in the parallel. The brake functionality has been 

investigated, understood and included in the thesis work. It is very difficult to define the 

semantics of a component model in limited time and other configuration issues so they are not 

discussed in the thesis. Component model has been discussed at the abstract level. The cost 

benefits analysis has only performed on the small portion of whole software, the Brake 
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Control component, to show the benefits of a component based software development 

(CBSD). 
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Chapter 2 – Background of Train Control 

Systems 

This chapter contains the brief information about the train control systems such as a high level 

hardware and software architecture, architectural style, that is currently being followed, and 

relation with the embedded systems. All these concepts are essential to understand the thesis 

contents. 

  2.1 - Embedded Systems 

Embedded systems have been playing a very important role in almost every sphere of 

everyday modern life such as automotive electronics, avionics, railways, telecommunication, 

security, consumer electronics, health sector, and much more for the past few decades [2]. 

Embedded systems deal with a large sphere of computer systems from tiny computer-based 

devices to large systems monitoring and controlling complex processes. 98% of all computer 

systems can be categorized as embedded systems today [3]. However, our concern is with the 

railway or train control applications which also belong to embedded systems family. In this 

domain although there is not enough research but the condition is almost the same like the 

others domains such as cars and airplanes. IEEE defines the embedded system “An embedded 

computer system is a computer system that is part of a large system and performs some of the 

requirements of that system” [3]. In this thesis, embedded systems for the train control 

applications are special-purpose micro computers that are designed to perform some specific 

tasks by the integrating of hardware and software, such as brake control system, door control 

system, and heat ventilation air conditioner and so on, rather than be a general-purpose 

computer that is designed to do multiple tasks.   

Embedded systems requirements can be classified into functional, temporal, dependability 

requirements [4]. Temporal requirements are the requirements that have strict time constraint 

or deadlines and the violation of these requirements, may lead to system failure. These 

requirements dictate that output must be produced at right time, e.g. brake must be applied at 

the right time otherwise there is no use [5].  

 Embedded systems also have to cope with temporal requirements that are caused by some 

tasks having deadlines. When the system comes under the head of hard real time system, these 

kind of requirements must be delivered timely and meet their deadline in a strict way. If the 

system misses deadline, the result can be disastrous so task has to be completed before the 
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deadline. The situation will be completely different when the system is dealing with the soft 

real-time deadlines. In this scenario, the important task, for example display update, must be 

always finished even when they cannot be delivered before their deadlines. The non-essential 

tasks for example connection establishment may be absorbed and eventually rescheduled if 

they cannot be finished in time. The dependability requirements consist of reliability, 

maintainability, safety, availability requirements [4].    

2.2 - Characteristic in Train Control Domain 

Embedded systems are being used in the different domains such as automotive electronics 

telecommunication, aircraft systems, train control applications and many more. Each domain 

has different types of requirements such as functional, non functional, performance, timing 

and dependability requirements but it is also possible that some domains have similar type of 

requirements. Train control systems are built by integrating a small number of tiny computers 

in distributed environment. The idea is to replace the mechanical part with the electronic unit 

as much as possible in cost efficient way and control will be done by a computer that can add 

safety to a system as well as control system properly.   

 

Train control applications have various characteristics that are possessed by other embedded 

systems such reliability, availability, safety, maintainability, efficiency, and real time 

constraints in some cases such as brake control system. Train control system has some 

difference with other vehicle control system for instance car control system. Train consists of 

a lot carriages but the car is a single entity. Car has no multiple configurations but train has 

multiple configurations because train consists of a number of wagons. Train is a big entity so 

it is more complex in terms of controlling the communication, controlling the doors and 

brakes, and so on. Train has different level of controls such as train level control and 

wagon/bogie level control. Sometime, the different parts of train are built by different vendors 

and they have different requirements. These all factors make the train control system more 

complex to build as compared to the other vehicle systems such as car control system.   

 

Train control management applications have central processing unit (CPU) that is connected 

with other components through train communication network (TCN). Train control system is 

consists of train and mini computers and particularly developed high speed microprocessors. 

These systems are responsible for taking charge of train control, supervision and diagnostic 

and are completely integrated control system which provides an assortment of real time 
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control signals to various subsystems and modules. There are a lot of electronic control units 

(ECU) being used such as central control unit (CCU), brake control unit, air conditioning 

control unit, door control unit, human machine interface, passenger information system, I/O 

units and converter control units. These all units are connected via cable such MVB multi-

function vehicle bus, Ethernet cable and so on.  

 

In train control systems, there are different level of control such as train control, vehicle or 

bogie control, traffic control and wayside control and Figure 2.1 describes the levels of 

controls [6]. 

 

       

                                Figure 2. 1: Levels of control [6]  

Train consists of a number of cars/bogies or wagons and it is a controllable entity that   moves 

on the track. Control can be automatic or by a driver. Car or wagon also referred to “carriage” 

is used for carrying load in the railway system. Communication control system is used to 

handle the communication locally at car level as well as among other connected cars. Each car 

has communication system that is responsible for communication with others cars (cabs) as 

well as with other subsystems in the car. This communication control is handled by small 

micro-processors which are embedded into system. Traffic control system also referred to as 

auto train control (ATC), which encompasses all the immobile systems. It deals with 

navigation, route planning, signaling, surveillance and safety and it also maintains the record 

of all trains that might interact, their current position and destination.   

Wayside control is a set of small sub-systems basically designed for surveillance and control, 

communicates wirelessly with the other trains, rail stations and maintenance stations. 

Train command and control also known as Train control is responsible for navigation, 

surveillance and safety. The Train Control responsibilities are to control and supervise the 

traction and auxiliary equipment, brake system and the driver’s desk operation. The main 

purpose of train control part is to monitor and control the various subsystems that are not 

critical for the operation of the vehicle. Train control is also responsible for storing diagnostic 

information and visualization of events and faults in the Driver’s Display or human machine 
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interaction (HMI). In addition, a train control also holds the condition data which service is to 

store running information such as traveled distance, operating hours, etc. It also performs the 

other functions such as speed control, measure the braking distance, keep the track of braking 

distance and other dynamics properties of a train. 

Vehicle control system manages the one car locally and takes care of communication with the 

other cars. It is also responsible for the control and synchronizes all the computer based 

system in the car. The three levels of controls are also shown in Figure 2.2. These various 

levels of control make a system more distributive and complex.  

 

 
                                     Figure 2.2: Levels of controls in more details [6] 

 

The different levels of a train control such as vehicle and train controls levels have different 

types of requirements, such as functional, timing and dependability requirements. But at the 

same time dependability requirements can be similar to both, there could be large differences 

in functional as well as timing requirements and this makes the system more complex [6].  

2.3 - High level Hardware Architecture 

Hardware Architecture of a train control management system depends on the customer 

requirements because some customers want more redundant system with different types of 

cables, hardware and configurations. This architecture shows the configuration with the six 

car formation consisting of Tc1 – Mp1 – M1 – M2 – Mp2 – Tc2 cars. Train configuration 

means that number of cars, segment and consist in train control system for example the 

configuration of this architecture is described below.  

 

Car = one unit of the train  
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Segment = 3 cars  

Consist = 6 cars that together forms a fully functional train  

Train = 1 consist 

The Figure 2.3 shows the high level architecture of train control applications. This 

architecture is different for different train configurations and this is one possible configuration 

to deliver the overall understanding of the system. The main computer or main processor 

named here central control unit (CCU) that controls all other units of the train. The CCU is 

the main processor unit used for general train and vehicle control. All units connected to the 

MVB cable are controlled or supervised by the CCU. The unit controls most of the interface 

to the other systems on the vehicle. The communication protocol and the physical layer 

comply with IEC 61375, train communication network (TCN). All sub-units such as central 

control unit (CCU), on-board ATP/ATO devices, propulsion and brake controls, auxiliary 

power control, HVAC control, PIS system, etc are encompassed into train computer network 

system.  

Train bus network is composed of multi-function vehicle bus (MVB) with redundancy 

precaution as well as related control units, display and I/O units, etc. Each train set is built up 

with two CCUs. Each CCU can control the whole train and if the CCU in master control fails 

the other CCU will take over the control. For increased availability, the central train control 

part is doubled. This holds for CCU, AX units in driver’s desk and Bus Coupler Trafo units. 

The architecture shown in figure3 comprises one line redundant MVB segment for the overall 

Train control. In additional there are three MVB segments to be used for propulsion use in the 

backup mode. An Ethernet connection enables the communication between the vehicle 

controller and the driver’s display through unmanaged Ethernet switches. 

CCU is connected with MVB directly which owns MVB controller, big volume 

communication memory and function to administer MVB communication. Data exchange 

between CCU and various subsystems in car is bridged through MVB in order to implement 

train and car control. Communication and data transmission between various subsystems such 

as propulsion control and air braking as well as between various cars are undertaken via 

MVB. Control units are running on multitasking real time operating systems. 

The CCU has various functionality such as data communication control on train bus system, 

administration of MVB, fault diagnostic and storage for train and car Control load allocation 

and redistribution of auxiliary inverter direct current/alternating current (DC/AC), propulsion 
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and braking control distance and speed recording Control of driver display unit (DDU) in 

driver’s cab, control of passenger information system (PIS) Involved in slip/ slide control Self 

test CCU manages train traction and brake control under normal and abnormal conditions. 

CCU issues traction / brake commands to other units such as door unit and electronic brake 

control unit (EBCU) via MVB. Drive Unit (DU) feeds back its achieved traction / brake 

efforts and local speed, etc to CCU via MVB upon which traction/brake control is tuned and 

protection is affected.  
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                               Figure 2.3: High Level Hardware Architecture of TCMS   
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2.4 - High level Software Architecture 

The main computer of the train control management (TCMS) is a Central Control Unit, which 

is called CCU. The CCU program is divided into several Function groups and Task levels.  A 

Function group has a number of program organization units (POUs) running on different Task 

levels. A POU is the smallest exchangeable part of the CCU program. Software structure of 

the CCU is shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

Task level nTask level 2

CCU Software

Task level 1

POU x1

POU x2

POU x3

Function group x

POU x6

POU x5

POU x4

POU x9

POU x8

POU x7

POU y1

POU y2

POU y3

Function group y

POU y6

POU y5

POU y4

POU y9

POU y8

POU y7

POU n1

POU n2

POU n3

Function group n

POU n6

POU n5

POU n4

POU n9

POU n8

POU n7

 

                                            Figure 2.4: Software structure of the CCU 

A Function group is designed for one kind of system, e.g. high voltage control or propulsion 

control. The Function group has a defined interface to other Function groups and to the MVB 

bus. For instance electronic brake control system will be handled by one function group. 

There are different function groups which control different unit such as doors, passenger 

information system, propulsion, fire alarm, air condition control, control and communication 

etc.  The system software is located in EEPROM on the CPU boards. The system software is 

based on a generic real time operating system, VxWorks from Wind River, with added 

functionality for the MITRAC system. The system software comprises of two main parts: 

 The terminal function, which is the interface between the operating system and the 

user, such as the maintenance engineer, 
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 The time scheduler, who is the real time executive program that controls the execution 

of the application program. 

The terminal function is mainly used during commissioning and by service personnel in 

testing and fault tracing. The monitor function is accessed via RS232, Ethernet ports or MVB 

(remotely) on the unit to the Portable Test Unit (PTU). All application signals within the 

computer system have symbolic names which are indicated in the software block diagram. 

Most application programming is done in a high level language. This is a language based on 

graphic symbols each describing a function (a function element). These graphic symbols are 

used to produce a block diagram describing both the function of the system and the way it is 

programmed. This block diagram is then translated, by means of a development system, into a 

machine code understandable by the MITRAC (development framework) computer. The 

application program is divided into a number of modules. Each module normally corresponds 

to an independent sub-system, e.g. traction and auxiliary power. The modules are in turn 

divided into a number of program blocks, where each block normally corresponds to a 

function, e.g. control of the line switch. The blocks comprise of function elements defining 

the function. Figure 2.5 shows the small example of function implemented in graphical 

development language IEC6 1131. 

Large parts of the application program are re-used from other similar applications. For the 

lowest level, the function blocks, nearly 100% will be standard MITRAC function elements 

that are used in several applications throughout the world. Typical function elements are: 

 Combinatory functions, such as AND, NAND, OR, ... 

 Arithmetic functions, such as “>”, “<“, MAX, MIN, ... 

 Regulation functions, such as PI-regulator. 
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 Figure 2.5: Example of a function implemented in the graphical development tool 

2.5 - Software Architectural Style 

Pipe and filter is very simple but robust and powerful architecture. In train control 

applications, this architecture style is followed more often. Components transform the signals 

among each other’s by using pipe and filter manner. Pipes are used as channel to carry the 

signals and pass signals from one component to another. One or more components takes input 

signals, process them and after processing signal output of these components will be input to 

the other components. Figure 2.6 shows the pipe and filter architecture style and it is used in 

the train control applications. 

 

                                                   Figure 2.6: Pipe and Filter Architecture [7][8] 
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Chapter 3 – Component Based Software 

Engineering 

3.1 - Component-Based Software Engineering 

Component based software production paradigm, consisting of relatively new collection of 

technologies, has introduced to  move from the traditional craft-like, labour intensive  

techniques which are being used to build the software to a new style which is more reuse and 

composition oriented for developing software products in a more reliable and cost effective 

manner [9].  The fast production demand for economical and very quick development of 

complicated, big and highly maintainable software systems has brought out a primary 

challenge for the software development community. The new technique is to use a CBSD 

approach to cope the challenges that are being faced by software community. The CBSD 

approach is concerned with building software systems by selecting reliable, robust, reusable 

software components from the existing component’s repository or developing new reusable 

software component from the scratch if not available in a store or purchase off-the-shelf 

components and integrated the selected software components within a approximate software 

architecture [10]. CBSE (component-based software engineering) is an emerging software 

development approach that is concerned with building the software systems from the pre-

built, standardized and reusable software components, the development of software 

components, maintenance and improvement of software systems by means of the 

composition, customization, adaptation, integration and replacement of the software 

components [11]. It is an important rising and emerging software development topic in the 

software engineering that focuses more on the identification, evaluation, selection, 

procurement, integration and evaluation of the reusable software components over their 

development from the scratch [12]. CBSE has lots of success stories in different engineering 

and application domains that are keeping the researchers active to perform more research in 

this emerging software development approach. This approach is being used extensively in 

many domains such as e-business, office applications, desktop applications, and web based 

distributed applications [13]. 

CBSE has been grabbing the attention of commercial and academic sectors for last several 

years because it has some promises such as management of complexity, improving the 

software quality, reduce development time and costs, increased productivity, reuse of the 
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software components across the multiple systems, increased software reuse, reduce time-to-

market, lower maintenance costs and time, and increased the software reliability [14]. CBSD 

moves the attention from the programming software to composing the software systems. The 

more focus on integration of parts instead of implementation. It is based on the supposition 

that there is enough similarity among many large software systems to justify developing the 

reusable software components to take as many advantages as possible. There are some 

important concepts that are necessary to discussed in the component based software 

engineering. Eight principal concepts have been identified by the recent study that are 

important to understand and some of them are described below [15]. 

 Component 

 Component Model 

 Component Interface 

 Contracts 

 

Many definitions have been defined for the software component in the literature because it not 

straightforward in term of the software. Few of them are described here. The most suitable 

definition is defined by Szyperski which mentions some fundamental concepts of a 

component. According to Szyperski [16], “A software component is a unit of composition with 

contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software 

component can be deployed independently and is composition to third party.” 

Grady Booch defined it as [17]. “A reusable software component is a logically cohesive, 

loosely coupled module that denotes a single abstraction”. 

U. Assmann defined software component as [17] “software component is a container with 

variation points, extension point and that are adapted during composition”. 

According to the Szyperski’s definition, the most important characteristic of the component 

specification is its interfaces. Component links itself with other components or environment 

by its interfaces.  Interfaces are the way by which components are connected with each other 

and external environment. Component contains the collection of methods and these methods 

or operations are called by the client by the means of its interfaces, so interface is the access 

point of component to access its functionality. Interface is the specification of functionality 

that is contained by a component and respected by both the client and the provider. 

Component has two basic types of interface, one is called required interface and the other is 

called provided interface. Required interface is the interface which describes functionality that 
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is required by the component to fulfill its operation from other component or context and 

conversely, provided interface explains functionality offered by the component itself [18].    

 

The concisely software component should be clear and well-defined interface that are not 

hidden, reusable, adaptable, customizable, conform to component model, independent in term 

of deployment, contains specific functions, appropriate documentation and define reuse status.    

Component model describes all constraints and characteristics that support the framework and 

components must satisfy. All the rules of composition and connection are defined by a 

component model [18]. Component model describes the composition and interaction 

standards for a component and how the interaction will be performed among the components 

and the context [19]. A more accurate specification of component’s behavior can be achieved 

through the contracts. A contract describes the global constraints that the component will 

maintain. Contract represents the constraints that are from client’s perspective (pre-

conditions) and provider’s perspective (the post-condition). Pre-conditions are the constraints 

that need to be met by the client and post-conditions are the constraints that component 

promises to establish in a return.   

3.1.1 - Advantages of CBSE 

3.1.1.1 - Reduce Development Time 

 There are a lot of challenges that are being faced by the software community and reduce the 

development time is one of them. CBSD technique has significant promising for shortening 

development time and cost. The software system that is developed by the CBSD bases on 

reusable software components which are already stored in the software repository or get from 

external source so it will reduce the development time dramatically because there is no need 

to develop the system from the scratch if components are available off-the-shelf built by the 

external or internal parties. In other words, this technique is based on the assumption that 

there are so many common reusable software components in the various software systems and 

the new software systems can be developed more quickly and cost-effectively by composing 

the software components rather than building each system from the scratch. By encouraging 

the use of software components built in-house developers or acquired from the third party 

vendors, CBSD approach fulfils the promise of software reuse. Therefore, it will reduce the 

development costs and time significantly [20][21]. 
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CBSD approach takes a lot less time to select and adapt component from existing components 

library or buy a component than it does to design it, code it, test it, debug it, and document it 

from the scratch -- supposing that the search for a particular component does not take 

inordinate time [22]. 

3.1.1.2 - Effort Reduction 

Component-based approach is a systematic way to achieve the software reuse. Software reuse 

renders a minimization in redundant work and therefore development time, which leads to a 

shorter time to market. This is particularly vital taking into consideration the significance of 

good timing, i.e., early availability for software systems. Furthermore, costs and 

documentation as well as team sizes can be reduced [23]. Table 3.1 describes the promises of 

a CBSD approach.  

 

Redundant work Building every software system from the start refers redundant development 

such as user communication, interfaces, basic algorithms, etc. This 

redundant work can be eliminated when reusable software components are 

available in software repository and can be used across the multiple 

projects. This will reduce development time and costs. 

Time-to-Market Time-to-Market is often helpful to determine the success or failure of a 

software product. The significant amount of time can be saved by using 

reusable components will result in a reduction. According to recent study, a 

42% reduction has been reported on a particular project. 

Documentation  The most important part documentation is often neglected that is very useful 

in the maintenance phase because of saving costs. Reusable software 

components minimize the significance amount of documentation to be 

written but compounds the importance of what is written. Only newly 

developed software components and overall structure of software are 

documented or if these components customize and produce the new 

versions. The documentation of reusable components can be shared across 

multiple software systems. 

Maintenance 

costs 

The software components are well tested and proven so there is less chance 

of having defects. This leads to less maintenance costs because components 

have been used across different systems and fewer defects are expected.  

The reusable components are usually put into repository and maintained by 

a separate group rather than separately in each software system. 

Team size It has been discussed in literature of software that adding a number of 

people in the development team does not increase the desired productivity. 

Doubling the size of a development team increases the communication 

overload. If the software repository has enough reusable software 

components, then software system can be build with smaller teams that will 

lead to a better communication and boost the productivity.  

 

                                                Table 3.1: Advantages of CBSE 
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3.1.1.3 - Reusability 

Software engineers build software components mainly with an intention of being reused in 

different software systems. Software Components communicate with its context or 

environment by its well-defined interfaces but to encapsulate their implementation. CBSD 

approach is gaining popularity due to the advantages of software reuse and many other 

alternatives are available for the reusable software components. Software components already 

exist in a repository, these components have already been well tested and this leads to reduce 

errors and reduce the time to market the system under development [24]. The software 

component is not developed from the scratch when it is used in other systems or context, 

because the component implementation can be adapted to the new business rules by using 

some adaptation techniques. The component is independent entity and can be plugged into 

any context or domain if it has match interface. Therefore, high level software reuse can be 

achieved through the component based software development (CBSD) [25]. 

3.1.1.4 - Adaptability  

Developers are present with the possibility of changing the component descriptor by 

modifying the final component functionality. There are various adaptation techniques that will 

be discussed in next section, such as white box and black box approach, which are used to 

customize the software components [25]. 

 3.1.1.5 - Scalability   

CBSD approach increases the scalability of software system. The components are available in 

components library or repository and they are independent so system can be easily scalable 

since the only need is to get the new component implementations from a library according to 

the new component specification. Then these obtained new components form the repository 

with their exposed interfaces can be used to integrate into new systems [25]. 

3.1.1.6 - CBD Improve the Business Process   

If a software system is integrated from software components, then it would lead to easy 

reconfiguration of the software components to support desire modifications in the business 

process. Business processes can be improved in three ways and explained below in table 3.2 

[26]: 
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Simplification Business processes can be 

simplified by eliminating one or 

more steps from an unnecessarily 

complex process or minimizing the 

unnecessary variety from process. 

The CBD approach achieves 

simplification by replacing 

components to produce stepwise 

improvement. 

Integration Integration can be performed by 

joining two or more previously 

unconnected or uncoordinated 

processes into a larger unified 

process. 

This can often be done by inserting 

additional components to create 

new links. 

Transformation Transformation can be done by 

creating a radically new process.  

An Organization wants to transform 

their existing processes into a new 

one.  

This can often be done by 

disassembling the components and 

gluing them back together in a new 

way. 

Table 3.2: CBD Improves the Business Process   

3.1.1.7 - CBD Improve the Software Quality   

One way of increasing the software quality is to perform a systematic testing and fix errors as 

much as possible to free product from defects. The errors are fixed from reuse to reuse in 

software component across several systems and this leads to a higher software quality in that 

software component. Obviously the component that has been used more than once will have 

more quality than component that has been used only once [27]. According to generic 

definition of software quality that has been provided by ISO 9126 there are six desirable 

characteristics to achieve the software quality. Table 3.3 is explaining how CBD contributes 

to each of these [26]. 

 

Functionality Greater functionality is delivered rapidly by the use of pre-existing 

components.  

Maintainability The modular approach is used in component-based software development so 

modular structure allows new, higher-quality individual components to be 

replaced easily with old ones.  

Usability When standard components are used across the several systems, 

standardization supports commonality of GUI. CBD also promotes desk-top 

integration, which provides the user a single view of heterogeneous data. 

Efficiency Performance choke points can be determined, and the requirement for 

performance tuning can then often be localized in a small number of 

performance-critical components. The performance can be improved by 

internally optimization of Component can be internally without affecting 

their specification; components can be shifted among platforms to increase 

performance, without affecting the functionality or usability of the 

application. 
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Reliability The reusable software components are used in multiple systems that are well 

tested and proven which leads to increase the software reliability. This also 

increases the probability of errors to detect and increases the trust in those 

reusable components because these components are being used in several 

systems time and again. In other words, CBD improves the software 

reliability because every software components undergoes many inspection 

and review stages in the course of its original development and their multiple 

reuses in different systems. The system that is built by reliable components 

will obviously enhance the software reliability. 

 

Portability The specification of a component is platform-independent. So a component 

is rapidly developed for a new platform, without any impact on the other 

components.  

Table 3.3: CBD Improves the Software Quality   

3.1.1.8 - CBD Improves Overall Productivity   

The increase in productivity is achieved due to writing less code that has to be produced. The 

reduction in code leads to reduction in testing efforts and also saves analysis and design labor, 

contributing overall savings in terms of cost. At the initial stage, when CBD is being 

deployed, productivity will be decreased shortly due to the need to build reusable components 

and fill the component repository. This will be the temporary decrease in productivity and 

would easily be compensated by a long-term increase [27]. 

3.2 - Component Based Software Development Life Cycles 
Software development process concentrates on the actions associated to software production, 

for instance requirement, desgin, implementation and testing. It comprises of a sequence of 

steps that are always carried out in a specific order. The process assists to attain consistency in 

a project, which includes a large number of people with variety of skills. Software life cycle 

or process model includes all the  activites of system during its whole life and it is required to 

manage the various activities properly and to develop the quality software[28][29]. Several 

process models are mentioned in the literature and some of them are briefly discussed here. 

They only have suuport for traditional software development and do not have much support 

for component based software development.   

The fix ordering is given to fundamental set of process activities such as requirement analysis, 

desgin, coding and tesing by Waterfall model. The major strength of this model is simplicity. 

However, it has some weaknesses such as huge amount of documentation and constraint of 

pre-decided fixed set of requriements[28][30]. When requirements are uncertaion then 

prototype model helps to understand the vague requirements and minimizes the risks involved 

in developing novel systems[28] [30]. The variation of prototypig model is Rapid application 
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development (RAD) and it highly depends on rapid application tools to rapidly build the 

system.  

Evolutionary (iterative) approches combines the advantages of both prototyping and waterfall 

models. The initial version or fundamental functionality of the system is implemented and 

quality of system is improved iteration by iteration. In this approach the software systems are 

gradually developed and tested and this leads to detection and correction of errors at an early 

stage of software development but effective management is required to mange the 

iterations[28][30].  

Agile approches are more focused on customer rather than documentation. These approches 

also put less focus on the analysis and design for example extreme programming bases on 

iterative enhancement model and aim to solve customer requirement change problem [30]. 

Implementation in agile models is started at an earlier stage of life cycle of a software. Agile 

approaches require fixed time rather than fixed features and normally new version of software 

is avaialble after 3 weeks. Spiral model consists of best features of waterfall, prototype and 

iterative enhancement models and  brings out new concepts of  risk assessment and resolution. 

These new features make it more realistic than other process models [28]. All models that 

have been described above are suitable for building system from scratch and they do not focus 

on software reuse.  

Now a days, software development organizationz are putting more focus on reusing existing 

software artifacts such as desgin and source code. Rational unified process (RUP) puts focus 

on reuse of existing classes in one of its initial phase. But it concentrates only on object 

oriented development [28]     

Bohem [28] stated that both waterfall model and evolutionary development are not suitable 

for component based software development because: 

 Requirements are determined at an earlier stage in sequential waterfall model and 

software components are selected at a later phase. This increases the probability of 

software components not delivering the required features. 

 Evolutionary development works on assumption that more features can be added at 

later if required. However, the software components attained from third party vendors 

(COTS) cannot be upgraded for one specific development team. Because in most 

cases, source code is not available to development team because majority of software 
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components are acquired from third party in binary format without source code so it is 

not possible to adjust the component according to the requirements.  

However, the main shortcoming of all these traditional development approaches is that none 

of them promotes reusability explicitly along all their phases but reusability is major 

concentration point of component based software engineering [30]. Therefore, the software 

process model is still required which encourages the reusability aspect explicitly.  Table 3.4 

shows some common differences of these two approaches [30]. 

 

Component-Based Software 

Development 

Traditional Software 

Development 

Building system from pre-existing 

components. 

Building system from scratch. 

Components and systems integrated 

from those components are already 

developed. 

Software system is developed. 

Component selection and evaluation 

are special lifecycle phases. 

In the lifecycle, there is no special 

phase like that. 

Much effort is required in the selection 

of components, testing and verification 

phase. 

Much effort is required for system 

development. 

Reusability is the main theme. Reusability is not considered. 

         Table 3.4: Difference between CBSD and Traditional Software Development [30] 

Although, the component based software development has a lot of promises but it is not a 

silver bullet. For attaining all promises of CBSD, CBSD demands to be followed strictly. In 

[29], it is stated that the traditional software development models can be applied in a CBSD, 

but they require adoption to the principles of component based approach.  There is significant 

difference between Traditional software development and CBSD approach. The traditional 

way of development does not answer the challenges and risks of reusing existing software 

components. The suitable components chosen in the early phase of life cycle may not be 

compatible at the end.  

The main idea of CBSD refers to build systems from pre-build software components. This 

assumption has various outcomes for the system lifecycle. First, the development processes of 

component-based software systems are isolated from development processes of the 

components; in ideal case the software components should already been built and probably 

used in other products when the system development process starts. According to this, 

reusable software components should be available in components repository before 
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composing the system and they are being used in other similar system successfully [29]. 

Second, a new isolated process will come out: Finding and evaluating the software 

components. Third, the activities in processes will be different from the activities in non 

component based approach; the main focus, in component based system development, will be 

finding the proper components from components repository or acquire components from third 

party (COTS) and verifying them, but in component development the more focus will be on 

the design component so that it can be reused [29].  

Crnkovic [29] divided development process of CBSD at two levels one is system 

development and second is component development. System development with components 

concentrates on identification of reusable software components, association among them, 

starting from system requirements and find and select components from existing collection of 

reusable software component. There is not much effort required in system development 

process for implementation phase but effort is required to find, select, evaluate and test the 

appropriate components. The component development process deals with developing new 

generic component from scratch whether it can be developed in house or developed by third 

parties and it is independent from system development. It is widely accepted that CBSD 

requires two separate processes one for component development and one for component-

based system development.    

The CBSD is the twin process activity. Two different processes are used at different stages of 

life cycle of system and these twin processes are described in the Figure 3.1 [28]. The generic 

CBD process in Figure 3.1 consists of two isolated processes: one for component 

development, and one for component-based system development. Component development 

deals with developing reusable software components, since its major concern is to develop 

components that can be stored in a components repository and (re)used to develop various 

systems. Component based system development deals with development of systems from 

existing reusable software components or in other words development with reuse; since its 

main concern is to develop systems by reusing pre-built components (the result of the 

component development process). Each process follows the same life cycle of ‘requirements 

analysis, design, implementation, testing and maintenance’. For component development, 

implementation is a single activity, whereas for system development, implementation consists 

of a sequence of activities based on existing reusable components, namely component 

selection, adaptation and assembly [31]. 
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                            Figure 3.1: CBSD Processes [31] 

CBSD is integration-centric approach that puts more emphasis on the selection, adaptation, 

assembly of components from third party or in-house developed components. 

3.2.1 - The General Process CBSD Models 

CBSE have different principles for developing software and each principle bases on a strict 

division between component development and system development with components. 

However, both processes (component development and system development with component) 

can follow the traditional “Requirement, Specification, Implementation, and Verification” 

phases whether, for instance, in a waterfall or V-model form [32]. Both processes and their 

interactions are shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

In CBSD process also starts normally with requirement engineering phase (Requirement 

elicitation etc), the system development gets immediately benefits of the existing reusable 

software components that have already been built and stored in a software component 

repository. System requirements are broken down into more detail requirements by applying 

domain knowledge and identified the all modules or components which will build the 

software system. The generic requirement is taken from the set of system requirements which 

has already broken down. These generic requirements are also called component 

requirements.   

 

The components that will not completely match the specifics of the current design will be 

adapted, the requirements and specification of the components that will not be already 

developed, forward to the component development process to be developed. When all 

components will be implemented and individually tested against their requirements, they will 
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be integrated together to form the final system. This integration is then verified and validated 

against the system requirements [32]. 

 

               Figure 3.2: Component based software development Process overview. [32] 

Component development process steps are generally quite similar to the traditional software 

development. Requirements and specification come from system development; components 

are developed and tested against these requirements. When the components fulfill their 

individual requirements, they are then passed out to integration phase during the system 

development and put into component repository as candidate for future reuse. However the 

component development process is not only the build components according to system 

requirements but also build more generic components that can be used in many different 

contexts. It is more difficult to develop generic components since it requires investigating all 

possible contexts in which the component will be used. This produces components that are 

bigger than custom-made components since they require covering more usage contexts.  

3.2.2 - Somerville’s CBSD Model 

CBSD process model that has been designed by Somerville follows sequential approach [33]. 

It has shown in Figure 3.3. This process consists of 6 phases. When components will be 
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reused, it is important to make negotiation between ideal requirements and the functionality 

actually delivered by available components [34]. The user requirements are sketched out 

briefly in Outline system requirements phase rather than developed in detail. In the next phase 

reusable software component are identified as many as possible from the outlined 

requirements. The components are searched and then modified the requirements according to 

available functionality of components. Negotiation requirements deal with refining and 

modifying requirements so that they can comply with components and after that architectural 

design will be developed.  Requirements can be compensated to incorporate architecture 

compatible components. When the system architecture will be completed, step 2 and 3 can be 

repeated. In integration phase, all chosen components are put together to get the software 

system.      

F                     

Figure 3.3: CBSD Process Model defined by Somerville [33] 

 

3.2.3 - The V CBSD Model 

V model has been proposed by Crnkovic [29]. They adapted the traditional software 

development V-model for building a system from reusable software components. The 

development activities has been shown by Figure 3.4 and described below [29]. 
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                                          Figure 3.4: V Development Process for CBD [29] 

They took into account traditional development V model because this model is being used in 

most of organizations – usually big organization developing complicated long-life products, 

e.g. cars or robots. The process in this model begins in a typical way from requirements 

engineering (RE) and requirements specification, followed by system specification.  

 

In a non component- based development or traditional development way the process will 

carry out with the unit design, unit implementation and unit test. Rather than, accomplishing 

these activities that normally are time and efforts intensive, they added new phases and just 

performed selection for appropriate components, adapted and tested them and integrated them 

in the system. However, they faced two problems when they broke this simplicity: first, it is 

not common that any component would be available to select and second, the selected 

component would not be compatible or partially compatible with overall design. They added 

two more phases to overcome the first problem named as Find and Evaluate. Finding process 

consists of activities for finding the components, and then evaluating process includes 

activities for evaluation of the component. The second problem shows for a need of 

component adoption and testing before it can be integrated into the system.  They added 

process of component development, which would be independent of the system development 

process. 

 

Figure 3.4 still describes an uncomplicated and an ideal process. It is based on the assumption 

that the components that will be selected and used are enough close to the units identified in 

the design process, so that the adaptation process needs considerably less time and efforts then 

the units’ implementation. The process is shown in Figure3.4 also is not considering the 
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maintenance process in detail for example what will happen if a system is not delivering 

desired functionality due to a problem occurred in a component or because of 

incompatibilities of the components. A more detailed and realistic process is described in 

Figure 3.5. Let us explore the activities at various phases of the V development process for 

CBSD in more detail. 

 

 

S                           

Figure 3.5: A Detail V development process for CBSD [29] 

 

3.2.3. 1 - Requirements analysis and specification 

 This phase will deal with one primary activity which is to examine the feasibility of realizing 

the systems or solutions that will fulfill these requirements. In a CBSD this shows that it is 

important to investigate whether these requirements can be satisfied by accessible components 

in the component repository. This implies that the requirements engineers must know about 

the components that are currently available in component pool and can be possibly used. 

However, of course it is not always true that appropriate components will always be available 

and find from component pool or third party vendor, so there will be risk that the new 

components will have to be implemented from the scratch. One possible way to avoid the 

mismatch is to negotiate the requirements and modify them to be able to use the existing 

components but it is not always easy because customer may stick to some requirements and 

may not be ready to negotiate them. This phase aims to analyze the requirements and specify 

them while keeping in mind the available components [29].  

3.2.3.2 - System and software design  

In this phase similar to the requirements specification phase the components pool is available 

and system design is potentially linked to the availability of the appropriate components. The 

promising components will conform to specific component model. It can be assumed that it 

would be feasible to used components implemented in various component technologies, but in 
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realistic environment it is not easy to attain interoperability among various component 

models. Specific component model needs a specific architectural framework, and the 

application is assume to follow this framework. The qualified components that will be 

selected in the previous phase may have to be eliminated if they do not fit into the overall 

design of the system. If the component rejected, the component pool will be available to select 

new appropriate components provided that it is present in the component pool [29].  

3.2.3.3 - Implementation and unit testing  

 An ideal case in CBSD is to develop system by direct integration of components or direct 

connection of component interfaces. But in practice it is very hard and “glue code/component 

wrapper” will be required to eliminate the mismatches of component interfaces. In real 

environment the responsibility of the glue code will be also included adaptation of the 

components, and even new functions can be written to fill the gaps in system requirements 

and component capabilities. These components will be tested separately. In an ideal case of 

CBSD the components are already developed and tested. However, in the practice the 

component tests in separation are not enough. Usually the project specific design units will be 

implemented as assemblies of various components and possibly a glue code. These project 

specific design units or assemblies must be tested in isolation, since an assembly (when 

component will be used with project specific code) of correct components may be incorrect 

although the components themselves are correct [29]. 

3.2.3.4 - System Integration  

The integration process consists of integration of standard infrastructure components such as 

data base management and communication software components that build a component 

framework and the application components. The integration of a specific component into a 

system is called a component deployment. In contrast to the whole system integration a 

component deployment is a process for integration of particular components – it may be 

consists of download and registration of the component [29]. 

3.2.3.5 - System verification and validation  

In this phase standard test and verification methods can be used here. The particular problem 

for CBSD is to locate the error (specific location of error), particularly it is very hard when 

components are of “black box” type and acquired from various vendors. Normally a 

component can show an error, but the cause of the failure lies in another component. 

Contractual interfaces are very important in sense of checking the proper input and output 

from components [29]. 
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3.2.3.6 - Operation support and maintenance  

In the operational system, of course the new components will be added or replaced existing 

components or modified existing components in order to fulfill the changing requirements. 

The maintenance process consists of some steps that are same to the integration process: A 

new or modified component is deployed into the system. It depends on the situation, in most 

of the cases an existing component will be modified or a new version of the similar 

component will be combined into the system.  But it is also very difficult to handle the 

different versions of same components because old version may be used in different system 

and when new version will come may be it creates compatibility issues [29]. 

3.2.4 - The Y CBSD Model 

 Capretz proposed a new life cycle model known as Y model for component-based 

development [30][33]. He described software creation by change and instability and that is 

why his proposed “Y” CBSD life cycle model shown in Figure3.6 and Figure 3.7 allowed 

over lapping and iteration where appropriate. This model consists of following planned 

phases; domain engineering, frameworking, assembly, archiving, system analysis, design, 

implementation, testing, deployment and maintenance. In this model, the new phases were 

basically proposed for example domain engineering frameworking, assembly and archiving 

with the other traditional life cycle phases stated for the previous models. This model focuses 

on software reusability explicitly during CBSD and put more emphasis on reusability during 

software development, evolution and building of significantly reusable software components 

that will be built on the assumption to use them in future projects.   
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                                                     Figure 3.6: Y Model for CBSD [30] 

 

q                                         

Figure 3.7: The Y.model [35] 

3.2.4.1- Domain Engineering  

Domain engineering deals with identification of significantly reusable software components 

for specific domain for instance in the bank domain, there will be some components that are 

similar for various system in same domain such as CreatAccount, CheckBalance, 

DepositAmount and WithDrawAmount that can be used across multiple bank systems. 

Domain engineering is a technique of examining an application domain in order to determine 

areas of commonality and ways to express it using a uniform vocabulary. Hence, this activity 

should be performed at the beginning of software specification if reuse is to be considered. 

Because the output of domain engineering will be an initial set of vocabulary reflecting the 

main conceptual entities within an application domain, essential properties of that domain will 

be grabbed and initial candidates for reusable components will, eventually come out [30].  
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3.2.4.2 - Frameworking  

A framework can be viewed as a skeleton, template or generic structure that will cater a 

skeleton for developing software in a certain application domain. It is a template that will be 

used for producing software in an application domain. It will capture the semantic relationship 

among the components of a particular domain. Frameworking aims to determine components 

and establish interrelationships perceived important within the application domain. Such 

identification process of components may come from the familiar functionality common to 

that application domain, normally in the form of semantic relationships between component 

for instance, the application domain of train control systems; what could be the possible 

typical entities of these systems are: brakes, doors, driver and human machine interaction; and 

interrelationships apply the brakes, open the doors, close the doors and so on. So, there are 

important relationships among these entities, which can be organized into a framework 

according to their semantic meaning in that application domain [30]. 

 

When carrying out frameworking, the software engineer might have some high level sketchy 

idea or skeleton on his mind about candidate components for reuse. On the other hand, as 

frameworks contain sets of components that describe a design for a family of related 

applications, it is occasionally useful to change the developing software, so that an available 

framework can be fitted in, outcomes will be an enormous gain in productivity. Crafting and 

building software from frameworks is very quick and easier than inventing wheel from the 

scratch, although frameworks will not be beneficial outside their application domain because 

they comprise with domain-dependent components. In this model the main outcomes of the 

frameworking phase should be the reuse of software components that have already been 

developed and the classification of components to form new frameworks. Instead of focusing 

on the individual application, the goal is to produce workbenches containing software 

components and generic application frameworks that characterize the software systems in a 

particular application domain [30]. 

3.2.4.3 - Assembly  

This phase major focus is to select a collection of reusable components or frameworks from 

particular application domains.  The software applications are built from existing reusable 

software components [30]. 

3.2.4.4 - Archiving  

Reusability is not only meant to build system from reusable existing components but also 

building components meant for reuse. Software engineer must keep in mind while developing 
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components that these components will be reused in the future projects and try to make them 

as generic as possible. The major consideration in the quest of reusability is how to build a 

potentially reusable component that will be available to future projects. Archiving deals with 

the activities such as cataloging and storage of components. The component must be 

understandable, well written and well documented [30].  

3.2.4.5 - System Analysis  

The system analysis phase is similar to traditional way of development and put emphasis on 

identification of high-level components in a real-world application and decomposition of the 

software system. The system analyst will study the application and its constraints, try to 

comprehend the important functionality of the system, all functions that will be met by 

software system and create some abstract model (graphical model or textual description) of 

application in which these functions or requirements are clearly depicted [30]. 

3.2.4.6 - Design  

Design is an exploratory and iterative process. In this phase the component pool will be 

explored and suitable components, which closely match with requirements, will be selected. 

The designer will search for components trying out a different of alternatives in order to 

discover the most appropriate, natural and reasonable way to refine the software solution. 

There has been a tendency to present software design in such a manner that it looks easy to 

do. Hence, the design phase produces the skeleton for the implementation phase [30]. 

3.2.4.7 - Implementation  

The design model, which will be designed in the design phase, will be translated into 

programming language here. Implementing a component demands specifying the data 

structures and corresponding algorithms to deliver the overall software services. The best way 

is to separate a component and make decision whether an available match can be reused, or if 

it has to be implemented from the scratch. The component should be effortlessly configurable 

or adaptable for various uses, either in original (Black box reuse) or in modified form (White 

box reuse), which implies that building reusable components is significantly more complex, 

difficult and requires more resources then producing ordinary components, although it may 

still be worth the investment over the longer term, after a sufficiently broad reusable assets are 

created. Some components will be selected during the implementation phase and will undergo 

further refinements, e.g. treatment of exceptional conditions and verification, until they 

become generic and robust enough to be put in a component pool. Of course, this will add an 
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overhead to software construction, which is more than compensated for by the long term 

savings when such components are reused in future projects [30].  

3.2.4.8 - Testing  

Once software components are implemented and assembled, it is time to test them. 

Component-based software testing can be best viewed as two different activities: the testing 

of the individual components as a unit and the testing of the assembled system. In developing 

a large software system, testing normally is performed at several stages. First, each 

component is tested in isolation, and then integrated with the other components in the system. 

When the component is tested individually, such testing known as component test or unit test 

verifies that the component functions properly with the types of input expected based on the 

component’s design. There are various methods that can be applied throughout this process 

such as white-box, black-box, code inspection, walkthroughs, and formal proof and so on. 

When the unit tests will be completed then integration testing process will start and this 

process will verify that the system components work together as described in the design 

specification. Depending on the type of the system, may be further tests will be conducted, 

such as performance tests, acceptance tests, quality tests, safety-critical tests and a final 

installation test. The outcome of this phase is a functioning system that can be ready for 

deployment [30]. 

3.2.4.9 - Deployment and Maintenance 

 These phases are very similar to traditional software development in this model [30].  

3.2.5 - The W CBSD Model 

 Two V models have conjoined, one for component life cycle and one for system lifecycle in 

the W lifecycle model [36]. Component based development (CBD) process comprises of a 

component life cycle and a system life cycle and is shown in figure 3.8. It is the base of W 

lifecycle model [36]. However, in CBD process component life cycle is slightly different from 

others because it is a more complete one, namely the idealized one [37]. It is idealized 

component life cycle because it fulfills all the requirements of CBD that have been presented 

in the literature [32]. Component lifecycle comprises of two major phases: component design 

and component deployment, and is set in the context of a problem domain. In the design 

phase, software components are identified, designed and constructed according to the domain 

requirements or knowledge [38], and put into a software components repository. The 

components that are contained by repository are domain-specific but not system-specific.   
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In the deployment phase, components are retrieved from the repository and deployed into 

specific system, which is being developed. The system life cycle is also different from other 

approaches here system design is now replaced by a completely bottom up process of 

component selection (from the repository) and adaptation, followed by (component 

deployment in the component life cycle followed by) system assembly, which is simply the 

composition of the deployed components. The bottom up nature of this process is described 

by an iterative loop in Figure 3.8.  Within this loop, the component life cycle connects with 

the system life cycle, since deployed components (from the component life cycle) are 

iteratively assembled into the system under construction (in the system life cycle). This 

connection is shown by the arrows between the two life cycles in Figure 3.8, via the step of 

component selection and adaptation, and the step of component deployment [36]. 

 

 
         Figure 3.8: X-MAN CBSD Process with V&V [36] 

 
 

The X-MAN CBD process with V&V in Figure 3.8 can be adapted directly as a process with 

two combined V Models, one for the component life cycle and one for the system lifecycle. 

These two V Models are combined via the step of component selection, adaptation, and 

deployment. This ‘double V’ process is shown in Figure 3.9. This model is known as W 

Model. 
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Figure 3.9: The W CBSD Model [36] 

 

V&V activities in the W Model have been highlighted by boxes with black borders. In the 

context of CBD, this W Model is same as the standard CBD processes that have been 

discussed in the literature, in those same concepts have been used that is separate life cycles 

for components and systems. However, unlike these processes, this component life cycle is 

the idealized one, which fulfills all the CBD desiderata in the literature. 

 

The component life cycle of W Model is very much alike to that in the Y Model [39]. In the Y 

Model, components are built using domain engineering, and then archived. A framework is 

then designed for selecting components from the archive, and for assembling them into 

systems. The archive is just a component repository. The framework is a template or skeleton 

for assembling components, and is therefore like a system assembler. However, in the 

component life cycle model the Y Model does not use the V Model in any way. The W Model 

accommodates a V model for both component and system life cycles. The worth of a V Model 

for the component life cycle is that components can be verified and validated (V&V) and pre-

verified components can be stored in the component repository.  

3.2.6 - The X CBSD Model 

In this X Model, the processes will be started in the usual way by requirement engineering 

and requirement specification as shown in the Figure 3.10 [40][41].  This software life cycle 

model focuses on reusability in which software is built by building reusable components for 

software development and software development from reusable and testable components. In 

software development, there are two major approaches, build generic software components or 

develop software component for reuse and software development with or without 

modification in reusable component [39].  Notion of reusability is the use of some 
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composition techniques during development; this can be attained by initially selecting 

reusable components and assembling them. This model has two major phases; first one is 

developing reusable software components (generic components) for software development 

and second one is developing system by using these generic and testable components. Two 

main components of X Model are Testable Component Repository (TCR) and Reusable 

Component Repository (RCR) which is used to store the reusable and testable components 

[40]. 

 

 

F                                                     

Figure 3.10: X Model for CBSD [40] 

 

X lifecycle model consists of four sub cycles for CBSD and it has been shown in Figure 3.10. 

It considers three different cases and one component based software development that 

normally occurs in CBSD: Development for reuse, development after modification, 

development without modification and component based software development. It also 

separates the component development from component-based software development like 

other CBSD life cycles. These cases are described in the sections to follow. 

3.2.6. 1 - Development for Reuse 

This sub-cycle will be considered when there will be no component available in reusable 

component repository and generic component will be built from scratch.  It is shown in the 

Figure 3.11 and 3.12 that after completing the software analysis and specifications and in 

design phase component will be checked in the RCR, if the component is not there, then start 

the development of the component from the scratch with the following phases with 

verification and validation [40]. 
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                                                 Figure 3.11: Component development process model [40] 

 

 
 
 

 
            Figure 3.12: Component development process model [40] 

 

 

Software verification of the design will cater actual proof that the design yields of a software 

analysis and the specification phase of the software development fulfills all of the specified 

requirements for that phase. The design process will continue until the key generic 

abstractions and the software behavior are detailed enough to be translated into a 

programming language. Hence, the design phase produces the skeletons for the coding and 

archiving after verification. 

 

The design model that contains detail information will be translated into a machine readable 

by using coding after verification. The component will be implemented in some programming 

language and source code will be inspected and white box tested to verify its compliance with 

the design. Software verification of coding and archiving will ensure that the design outputs 

of a software analysis and specification phase of the software development fulfills all of the 

specified requirements for that phase. Most of the software development organizations are 
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gradually moving toward the component based software engineering, in which new software 

system can be built from the existing reusable software components. Reusability not only 

deals with reusing existing software components in a new software system but also building 

components meant for reuse after V & V. Archiving deals with the activities involving 

cataloging and storage of well written and well documented components. 

 

Testing of component-based software can be viewed as two different activities: the testing of 

the component itself as a unit which has been finished at the end of each phases “development 

for reuse (developing reusable software component from the scratch) and development with 

reuse (assembly of the reusable software components)”.  In this model all tested components 

will be stored in a testable component repository (TCR). First, each component will be tested 

on its own, separated from the other components in the system. Such testing is called 

component test or unit test, which verifies that the component provides functionality properly 

with the types of expected input based on the component’s design [40].  

3.2.6. 2 - Development after modification 

Development with reuse means that reusable components repository (RCR) has enough 

reusable software components for building a new system. Now development after 

modification case is being discusses and shown in the Figure 3.13. In this case, first, find 

reusable software components according to the software analysis, specifications and design 

from RCR. If components requirements match 70 to 80% according to the software analysis, 

specifications and design then begin development with the reusable components after 

modification with V & V as shown in Figure 3.13. In this phase white box approach will be 

followed on the assumption that the source code of the component is available and component 

can be modified according to the requirements. 

 
 

 
                                               Figure 3.13: Development after modification [40] 
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Development after modification describes the facts that it is not always possible to use 

reusable component as black box (it is composition techniques in which programmer cannot 

access to the source code of the components and these techniques have been described in the 

component composition techniques) because of changing requirements. These components, 

which cannot be used as black boxes, must be adopted to fulfill the needs of architecture and 

mismatch with some requirements.  In practice even after a component has been selected for 

use within an application’s architecture, it may show incompatibility with the other 

components or architecture. To resolve this kind of incompatibility adoption technique called 

component wrapping is often used. Component wrapping is a process in which source code 

can be changed by software developer to adapt it. White box wrapping is applied when 

programmer has access to internal design and code of the component. These techniques are 

discussed in the detail in component composition techniques section 3.1.1. Archiving and 

component testing is same as with component development for reuse and has been discussed 

before [40]. 

3.2.6. 3 - Development without modification 

The following phases, namely, domain analysis and specification, domain engineering, 

frameworking, and component testing will be involved in development of the software 

without modification.  In this phase, the assumption is that components are available and 

completely fit with the requirements and there is no need to modify them and they will be 

used as it is. Domain engineering and frameworking has been discussed in Y model and 

further discussion can be in [30]. 

 

In component base software development, all the components are integrated and they are 

directly acquired from the testable component repository (TCR) as shown in the figure 16. 

The system test will be performed when all the components will be integrated. When the 

system test will be completed then software application is ready to deploy and after 

deployment phase the maintenance phase will be started and these phases are same as in 

traditional software development.   

3.3 - Component Adaptation Techniques 

The abstract and ideal view of CBSD is that the component can just be plugged into an 

application and reused them as it is. However, in the real environment “as it is” reuse is very 

difficult to achieve and in the most of the cases, a reused component must be adapted. In a 

white box composition, software developer usually extends the functionality by creating 
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subclasses, taking advantage of inheritance. A white box framework often comes with the 

source code. There are four kinds of approaches are present in the literature named as white-

box and black-box, grey box and glass box techniques but two common composition 

techniques, white-box and black-box, are discussed in a detail in this thesis work. In glass-

Box composition, internals of the components may be inspected but not modified. The 

implementation can add information to the specification of the component. In grey-box 

composition, part of the internals of the components may be inspected and even some limited 

modification is possible for example only certain methods may be modified or redefined by 

the developer [39]. 

White-box adaptation technique allows software developer to understand the internal structure 

of the reusable component and make modifications according to the given requirements. In 

the black box composition, only the interfaces are visible to programmer, without the code.  

Integration is highly modular in this type of composition. The black box adaptation technique 

does not allow software developer to make modification in internal structure of component so 

there is no need to have knowledge of the internal structure of the component. Software 

developer needs to know only the interfaces descriptions of the components. Black-box 

composition is bases on composition and delegation rather instead of inheritance. The idea of 

delegation is that instead of an object doing something itself, it gives another object the task. 

[42, 43, 44]. The comparison has been shown between white-box and black-box reuse in 

Figure 3.14 and from this one can see the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches 

[45].  
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Features White-Box Reuse Black-Box Reuse (CBD) 

In-house 

Component 

Development 

Component 

Procurement from 

Market 

Definition  Customization is 

allowed in this 

composition technique. 

Code can be modified. 

The existing software 

artifacts found in-house 

repository are used to 

build new software.  

Code is not 

modified; just 

configuration is 

done through well 

defined parameters. 

The existing 

software artifacts 

found in in-house 

repository are used 

to build new 

software.  

The software artifacts 

are purchased from 

components markets 

to build new software 

system. Code cannot 

be modified and 

modification is not 

allowed; just 

configuration is done 

through well defined 

parameters. 

Reuse Rate Modification of existing 

components is allowed 

to fulfill the new 

requirements, so it leads 

to high rate of reuse. 

It is very difficult to 

find the components 

that exactly match 

with the given 

requirements, so it 

leads to a lower 

reuse rate. 

Moderate reuse rates 

can be achieved 

possibly because of 

the probability of 

retrieving a 

component in the 

marketplace that 

fulfills the 

requirements well.  

Flexibility in 

Component 

Use 

This composition 

techniques leads to 

higher flexibility in reuse 

as developers have the 

choice to choose the best 

components to fulfill 

new requirements. 

It leads to limited 

flexibility as 

customization 

possibilities are 

mainly dictated by 

how well the 

component 

interfaces have been 

parameterized.  

It also leads to limited 

flexibility as 

customization 

possibilities are 

mainly dictated by 

how well the 

component interfaces 

have been 

parameterized. 

Scope of 

Reuse 

The scope of reuse is 

usually local and 

normally confined to 

development teams in 

the same location. The 

sharing of software 

artifacts is uncommon at 

inter-organization level.  

The scope of reuse 

is also local but need 

not be confined to 

development teams 

in the same location. 

The sharing of 

software artifacts is 

easier in the inter-

organization than 

white-box.   

  

The vendors sell the 

components in the 

marketplace so 

components can be 

bought from available 

vendors in the market. 

Components can also 

be sold in markets. 

Component 

Development 

Cost 

It has lower up-front 

development cost than 

black-box reuse. 

Parameterization 

requirements lead to 

higher component 

development cost. It 

has high 

development cost. 

Parameterization 

requirements lead to 

higher component 

development cost. It 

has high development 

cost. 

Component 

Usage Cost 

It has high customization 

cost, but moderate search 

It has low 

customization cost. 

It has higher search 

cost because 
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cost. And low search cost.  component will be 

acquired from market, 

but has low 

customization cost. 

Quality It is easy to control the 

quality of component 

and organization knows 

very well the component 

quality. 

Component quality 

is known because 

component has been 

developed in-house 

and also easy to 

control component 

quality. 

Component is 

acquired from the 

market so component 

quality can be 

unknown and it 

increases the risks 

associated with using 

poor quality software. 

 

Payback 

Time 

The feasibility and 

viability of reuse is a lot 

depend on components 

repository. The good 

economics can be 

achieved only after a 

critical mass of 

components exists in the 

repository. Reasonable 

reuse rates needed to 

regain investments in 

reusable software 

components. 

The feasibility and 

viability of reuse is a 

lot depend on 

components 

repository. The good 

economics can be 

achieved only after a 

critical mass of 

components exists in 

the repository. 

Higher reuse rates 

needed to recover 

investments in 

reusable software 

components. 

Components are 

acquired from the 

market so no up-front 

investment is required 

to establish software 

repository. 

Repository 

Management 

Issues 

Modification in code 

leads to exponential 

growth of repository size 

and version control 

issues. It becomes very 

important to address the 

version control issues. 

 The modification is 

not allowed so it 

leads linear growth 

in repository size. 

Still version control 

issues are important, 

but more easily 

solved. Since there 

is no need to exist 

multiple versions of 

the same 

component. 

In this reuse type 

limited need for in-

house repository since 

the markets takes the 

responsibility for 

cataloging and 

maintaining a 

repository of the 

software artifacts. 

                    Figure 3.14: Comparison of Software Reuse Strategies [45] 

3.4 - Component Models 

The fundamental part of component-based software engineering is incorporated in component 

models. Component models define the attributes of components and the method of component 

compositions.  A various component models have been come into existence for last decade 

because of rapid growth in different components based technologies. There are a number of 

models and technologies has been developed which have many similarities, but also principal 

differences, and in a many cases, unclear concepts. Component based development has not 

succeeded in providing standard principles, as for example object-oriented development [32]. 

In order to increase the understanding of the concepts, and to easily differentiate component 
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models, this section gives a brief overview of some component models that are exist today in 

literature.  

 

A component model explains standards for methods and mechanisms for composing 

components. A component must conform to component model. A component model defines 

the standards and conventions that are needed to enable the composition of independently 

developed components [46]. A component model defines the recipe for putting components 

together and also defines the methods and mechanisms for composting software components.  

A component model defines a set of standards for component implementation, naming, 

interoperability, customization, composition, evolution, and deployment [47]. The basic 

elements of a component model are standards for interfaces, naming, meta data, 

customization, composition, evolution, and deployment. The table 3.5 shows the basic 

elements of a component model. 

 

 

Standards for Description 

Interfaces Specification of component behavior and properties: 

definition of Interface Description Languages (IDL). 

Naming Global unique names for interfaces and components. 

Meta Data Information about components, interfaces, and their 

relationships; APIs to services providing such 

information. 

Interoperability  Communication and data exchange among 

components from different vendors, implemented in 

different languages. 

Customization Interfaces for customizing components. User friendly 

customization tools will use these interfaces. 

Composition  Interfaces and rules for combining components to 

create larger structures and for substituting and 

adding components to existing structures. 

Evolution Support Rules and services for replacing components or 

interfaces by newer versions. 

Packaging and 

Deployment  

Packaging implementation and resources needed for 

installing and configuring a component. 

Table 3.5: Basic elements of component model [47] 
 

Interface specifications are a very vital element in a component model. A component model 

explains how a component's behavior is described by means of interfaces, other 

(nonfunctional) specifications, and appropriate documentation. A component model outlines 

the elements that may constitute an interface as well as the semantic meaning of these 
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elements. Well-known elements of an interface are names of semantically-related operations, 

their parameters, valid parameter types. Interfaces may also contain exceptions that can be 

raised, preconditions and post-conditions that must be fulfilled when using individual 

operations, and partial specifications of the expected behavior of a component implementing 

the interface (Biichi and Weck). Many component models have an interface definition 

language (IDL) for expressing interfaces and their elements using an implementation 

independent notation [47]. 

 

3.4.1 - AUTOSAR (automotive open system Architecture) 

It is an open and standardized automotive software architecture, which is result of the 

partnership among several automobile manufacturers, suppliers and tool developers [32][48]. 

The major objective of AUTOSAR is to provide standardization of architecture, architectural 

components and their interoperability, which permits an isolation of development of 

component based applications from the underlying platform. The AUTOSAR components are 

implemented in C. Encapsulation of application SW components by AUTOSAR interfaces. 

All external communication has to use this interface. The AUTOSAR-RTE (Runtime 

Environment) is the central communication element. Every communication within the ECU, 

over the network or with sensors /actuators (I/O) has to use the RTE [49]. 

 
 

 
                     Figure 3.15: AUTOSAR – Standardized Software Architecture of ECU [49] 
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3.4.2 - CCM (CORBA Component Model) 

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is a standard defined by the 

Object Management Group (OMG) that enables software components written in multiple 

computer languages and running on multiple computers to work together [50]. CCM was 

introduced with CORBA 3 and it defines a standard application framework for CORBA 

components.  Components provide four types of mechanisms called ports to interact with 

other CORBA programming artifacts, such as clients or collaborating components. These port 

mechanisms specify different views and required interfaces that a component exposes to 

clients (Marvie, 2000).   

Along with component attributes, these port mechanisms define the following capabilities of a 

component [51]: Facets: Facets, also known as provided interfaces, are interfaces that a 

component provides. Receptacles: Before a component can delegate operations to other 

components, it must obtain. The object reference to an instance of the other components it 

uses. In CCM, these references are “object connections” and the port names of these 

connections are called receptacles. Receptacles provide a standard way to specify interfaces 

required for the component to function correctly. Event sources/sinks: Components can also 

interact by monitoring asynchronous events. 

Attributes: To enable component configuration, CCM extends the notion of attributes 

defined in the traditional CORBA object model. Attributes can be used by configuration tools 

to preset configuration values of a component. 

 

 

                                                  Figure 3.16:  CCM Abstract Model [52] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standardization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object_Management_Group
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_componentry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
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3.4.3 - IEC 61131  

It [32] is a standard for the design of Programmable Logic Controllers approved by the 

International Electro technical Commission (IEC). In this standard, the software units are 

called function blocks and based on incoming events, they execute some algorithms to update 

the internal variables. This standard has been further extended to IEC 61499 [53] which 

provide distribution in the runtime environment through high-level abstraction of 

communication primitives. IEC 61499 is an open communication standard for distributed 

control systems. Figure 3.17 shows the software model for IEC 61131-3 framework. 

 

 

 

 

 
                                               Figure 3.17:   Software Model. (FB – Function Block)[54]. 
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Chapter 4 – Identification of Reusable 

components 

The important point of component based software development (CBSD) is reuse of existing 

software components. These reusable software components can arise from a variety of sources 

such as commercial off the shelf COTS (components available in market just purchase them 

from third party), built in-house from the scratch, or identify the reusable software 

components from existing system. Its main focus is to achieve the considerable software reuse 

and instead of building systems from the scratch, they are built from existing reusable 

software components and this is a reason to the development of a system within the allocated 

time and budget constraints. There are not enough COTS components are available in the 

market that provide train control management functionality so two options are available 

weather components should be developed from the scratch or identify the reusable software 

components from existing systems. Identifying modifying reusable software component from 

existing systems seems to be one of more promising ways for obtaining reusable assets. 

Identification of reusable software components from existing systems is very good for those 

organizations that are newly moving to component based software development.  

It is economically very good solution for them because once they have enough components in 

component repository and they will start the CBSD then with the passage of time when the 

organization’s people will know this approach very well and use to it then they can start 

building the reusable software components from the scratch as well. Reusable software 

components can be developed from the scratch also but it will require huge investment at the 

start because it will require a lot of efforts and resources to change the complete architecture 

and build common piece of software from the scratch. In our case, organization wants to 

identify the reusable software components from existing systems and achieve systematic 

software reuse by CBSD. Some techniques or methods will be needed to extract reusable 

software components from existing systems so that they can be composed by CBSD. 

Effective reuse of processes, products and knowledge from prior software development can 

potentially strengthen the productivity and quality of software projects. A basic effort when 

applying software reuse is assessing its impacts by estimating the association of reused and 

developed software, the cost for achieving reuse and the cost avoided by reusing the software 

during development and maintenance. Various reuse metrics available in literature, some of 
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them base on source code and some of them are cost-based metrics; code-based metrics are 

used to measure the software reuse in product and cost based metrics are used to measure the 

costs associated with the software reuse [55]. Our approach to identify the reusable software 

component is also based on code-based metrics and cost-based metrics.  

The organizations which are developing software applications can take huge benefits from 

reusing their existing reusable software assets. The organizations that don’t have initial 

repository of generic or reusable software components and want to move towards component 

software development can be benefited from identifying reusable software components from 

the existing systems. The big and well organized reusable software components repository is 

very important to CBSE and long term benefits. At the initial stage when the organization is 

moving towards CBSE such repository is not available to an organization. This leads to an 

increase in costs because all generic components have to be built from the scratch and it will 

take time and more costs. Organization can take advantage by using components that were 

developed in the past without reuse in mind and put more effort to make them generic. This 

technique is also a very good indicator which component should be generic and which not. 

Decision will be taken by management whether identified components should be built from 

the scratch to make them generic or reshape them with some more effort. It will depend on 

how many resources organizations have to move component based software development. 

There are various types of reusable software components extraction techniques are available 

to extract reusable software components from existing system. Our technique to extract the 

reusable software components from existing system is based on software reuse metrics, cost 

estimation, domain expert’s selection and cost benefits analysis. Existing three systems have 

been studied in train control management domain and compare them with each other and with 

the future projects, studied the literature and then figured out this technique.   

4.1 - Identification Process of Reusable Software Components 

There are various steps are involved in this identification process and it is shown in Figure 4.1 

in below. 
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                Figure 4.1: Refusable software component Identification technique 
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4.1.1 - Domain Analysis  

Software engineer often uses this process to learn enough background information of 

particular system so that he can understand the constraints and problems and on the base of 

understanding he can make good decisions [56].  The term domain analysis was first 

introduced by Neighbors [57] as "the activity of identifying the objects and operations of a 

class of similar systems in a particular problem domain." Domain analysis is very important 

in software development process regardless whether system is being developed from the 

scratch or system is being developed by reusable components. One can only identify the 

reusable software components if he has enough knowledge of the domain. Domain analysis is 

very important to identify the reusable entities. There are different sources where domain 

knowledge can be acquired such as technical literature, customer document, existing 

implementation, domain experts, expert’s advice, and high level hardware and software 

architecture of existing system if available. Customer document is a document which contains 

the explanation of system in simple language. In this thesis report, the domain knowledge has 

been acquired from customer documents, high level hardware and software architecture, 

meetings with the domain experts that are working already in the train control domain and 

technical literature.  

The major outcome of this phase is to understand of different aspects of system such as 

hardware and software architecture, study of each component and sub-component of the 

system that will be involved to fulfill the functionality and system interaction with other 

elements in surrounding environment. 

4.1.2 - Development Framework 

In this phase, developing framework and other tools are understood. It is very important to 

understand the architecture of the development framework so that component can be realized 

for instance in Java environment bean or one single method or single class can be component. 

It is important to capture the abstraction of component so one can think in term of level of a 

component because one method can be a component, one class can be a component or one 

package can be a component. Framework understanding will help to identify the reusable 

software components from existing system. It is also very important to understand the 

framework because there is need to know what kind of support is possessed by the framework 

regarding to the documentation of component and repository management.  
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4.1.3 - Comparison 

In this phase, the different existing systems in the same domain, that have been already 

developed, are compared with each other to find similarity among them. The input for this 

phase can come from different sources such as design documents, requirement specification 

document and reverse engineering. The two or more systems will be studied and compared for 

the sake of finding common functionality. Their design documents can be compared or their 

requirements document can be compared. Three old projects have been taken and studied 

their design documents, software requirement specification and perform the reverse 

engineering as well on implementation. Experts can also be involved in this phase and they 

compared the systems that were already developed and analyzed the systems at 

implementation level. The outcomes of this process will be identified the similar components 

that were being used in new systems by using copy paste techniques and put these 

components into table for further analysis for instance to perform cost benefits analysis on 

them and find final candidates components.  

 4.1.4 - Collection of Similar Components 

The similar components on the base of functionality can be collected on the base of 

comparison of old systems. It could be similar function, class, POU (programmable organize 

unit) or package. This will be the initial list of components that will be filtered on the base of 

cost benefits analysis and on the base of their size and complexity.  

4.1.5 - Apply Software Metrics  

 In this phase software metrics will be used to evaluate the effort required to build component 

in hours, size, volume and complexity of components. This will actually help to get the real 

discrete data for cost benefits analysis and also find the suitable size of component. Several 

software estimation techniques are available today. Figure 4.2 shows the important software 

cost and effort estimation techniques that are being currently used: expertise-based, model-

based, regression-based, composite Bayesian, learning-oriented, and dynamics-based [58]. 

 

Figure 4.2: Software Cost and Effort estimation techniques [58] 
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Every technique has its own merits and demerits and it is not in the interest of this thesis to 

discuss each of technique. Most of the developed organizations use the expert based 

techniques because they have experts who have been working for many years on same 

applications. These techniques depend on the estimator’s experience on similar previous 

projects and estimate is made on the basis of experience of the estimator. The prime 

advantage of these techniques is that they are usually depended on real experience of 

estimator, and that human judgment is usually well at adjusting for special situations [58]. 

Expert based or Delphi based techniques have been used in thesis to estimates the numbers of 

hours required to build one component. There were many similar projects available that had 

completed and deployed so this approach worked well for this thesis report. Tables have been 

designed to contain all components and presented before the experts and they made the 

estimation of developing each component from the scratch in numbers of hours.    

 

Halstead complexity or volume metrics is software metrics developed by Maurice Howard 

Halstead in 1977 [59]. Halstead introduced scientific formulation of software metrics. 

According to this software metrics any software component or program can be measured by 

counting the number of operators and operands. The formula that has been formulated by 

Halstead is the number of unique operators plus the number of unique operands as defined by 

equation 4.1 [59].  

 

    n = n1+n2 ---------------------------------------------------------- (4.1) 

Where n = program vocabulary, n1 = number of unique operators and n2 = number of unique 

operands.  The idea has been taken from this software complexity metric and devised new 

software metrics for IEC6 1131 programming language and it is described below in equation 

4.2. 

 

Volume = Nin+ Nout+ Nfb + P ---------------------------------------------------- (4.2) 

 

Where Nin is total number of inputs in the component, Nout is total number of outputs of 

component, Nfb is total number of function of blocks in a component and P is the number of 

parameters required by the component. Halstead’s program volume metrics suggests: 

component must enclose sufficient functions to justify the costs of recovering and integrating 

it, but it should not be big enough to jeopardize the quality of component. It is very difficult to 

test, maintain and adapt the big component [60].  
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Haslted metrics was used to measure the volume of each component. The new software 

metrics was designed that bases on Haslted metric but it is different. IEC6 1131-3 is a 

graphical language and different from other development languages. The component in this 

language contains a number of function blocks and number of inputs and outputs. Tables were 

made to capture the number of inputs and the number of outputs as well as function blocks 

and other parameters of each component and designed the metrics that bases on Haslted 

software volume metrics. The new designed metric to measure the volume of component is 

described below in equation 4.3. 

 

Complexity of a component can be measured on a number of factors such as volume or size of 

the components, number of test cases required to test the components for instance if the 

component has more number of test cases and huger number of inputs and outputs and 

function blocks, it will be more complex. Experts based estimates also used to estimates the 

adaptation costs of each component. 

Amount of reuse metrics are used to evaluate the existing amount of reuse in percentage in the 

existing system. The equation 4.3 for determining the software reuse in literature is described 

below [61][53]. 

 

Reuse factor % = (Lines of Reused code in system or module/ total lines of code in system or 

module) * 100 ------------------------------ (4.3) 

  

Reuse metrics has been explained by using example. Suppose there is one new component ‘A’ 

that has total numbers of lines of code is the 120 lines and among 120 lines there are 50 lines 

are reused from the similar component B that has been already built. The percentage of reuse 

in component A is determined by Reuse % of A = (50/ (50+70))*100 = 41 %. 

 

The idea has been taken from this software reuse metrics and developed new software metrics 

for IEC6 1131 components and described below in equation 4.4. 

 

Reuse percentage = (number of reused inputs + number of reused outputs + number of reused 

function blocks) / (Total number of inputs and outputs + total number of function blocks)* 

100. ----------- (4.4) 

 

4.1.6 - Cost Benefits Analysis 

In this phase, precise cost benefits analysis is performed for each component. The components 

will be filtered on the basis of cost benefits analysis. According to Prieto-Diaz [1], a software 
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component is reusable if the effort needed to reuse it is potentially smaller than the effort 

needed to implement a component the same functions so there is need to define a quantitative 

measure to determine the reuse saving costs from component. The cost benefit analysis 

(CBA) of software reuse gives vital information to the organizations to make decision 

whether or not reuse is valuable to make investment. There are lots of cost model is available 

to perform the cost benefits analysis. Some of them are discussed below.  

The net cost saving for reuse can be estimated as below in equation 4.5 [62]. 

                                         Csava =   CS - Cr- Cd ----------------------------------------- (4.5)   

where  CS is cost of the component developed from the scratch, Cr  is the additional cost or 

overhead costs (domain analysis, documentation, repository management, redesign etc) 

associated with the component reused and Cd  is the actual cost (adaptation and integration 

etc) of software as delivered. CS can be estimated by any cost model. The CBA can be seen by 

two perspectives one for producer or creator of reusable component and one for consumer 

who will use this component. Appropriate software reuse metrics can be developed and 

designed on the base of old software reuse metrics that are already available. The benefits 

from components S can be described in below equation 4.6 [62]. 

                                           Rb(S) = [Cno_reuse - Creuse] / Cno_reuse ------------ (4.6) 

Where Cno_reuse is the cost of developing S with no reuse or in other words original cost of 

component without keeping reuse in mind, and is cost of component S with reuse. There is 

another formula that can also be used to determine the cost of reuse. According to this cost 

reuse cost estimation model, reuse can be categorized [55]. 

i) component reuse without modification 

ii) Component Reuse with modification 

In the first case, component reuse without modification, the average cost of developing using 

reusable component can be calculated by equation 4.7. 

Cost search+ (1-p)*Developmentno-reuse    ---------------      (4.7) 

Where Cost search deals with searching cost of reusable component from existing system, 

Development no-reuse cost represents developing component without reuse (i.e., the cost of 

developing the component from scratch) and p is the probability that the component is found 
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in the component repository. It can be seen clearly that the reuse option will be preferable 

only if: 

 

Cost search+ (1-p)*Development no-reuse < Developmentno-reuse      --------------- (4.8) 

 

In second case, component reuse with modification, the average cost of developing using 

reusable components can be determined by equation 4.9 as follows: 

Cost search + Cost adapt + (1-p)*Developmentno-reuse       --------------- (4.9) 

Where Cost search deals with searching cost of reusable component form existing system (the 

cost depends on the whether the search is a manual search or search using a search tool), Cost 

adapt is the cost needed to adapt the component, Development no-reuse and p means the same 

as in the case of equation (4.7). It can be observed that the reuse choice will be preferable 

only if: 

Cost search+ Cost adapt + (1-p)*Development no-reuse < Developmentno-reuse ---------- (4.10) 

In both the cases, the cost saving due to reuse can be determined using a simple equation 4.11:  

 

                            Cost saved = Cost no-reuse – cost reuse ----------- (4.11) 

 

By using all above equations, the new equation 4.12 has formulated in this thesis report to 

determine the net saving of software reuse that is described below. The current reuse of 

organization will be analyzed by using equation 4.12 and copy paste method is being used as 

current reuse strategy in the organization. Equation 4.12 will be used to calculate the net reuse 

saving in the case of copy and paste method. 

Net Reuse Save Cost   = Costscratch - (Scost+Acost+Tcost+Dcost+Qcost)   ------------ (4.12) 

Costscratch is the cost of component when it will be developed from scratch without keeping 

reuse in mind. Scost is the search cost that will have to perform for searching reusable 

component from old system. Search cost always will incur even in case of copy paste because 

first similar code will have to search from existing system and after searching it will be copy 

and paste. Acost is the adaptation cost or modification cost because in real environment there 

must be some adaptation cost of code even though it is similar. There must be some changes 

and modifications that have to be performed in order to match the new requirements. 

Dcost is the documentation cost because new documentation will be required. Documents can 

be test specification, design specification, requirement specification etc. Qcost is the quality 
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cost because verification and validation activities have to perform from scratch so there must 

also be quality cost in the case of copy paste technique. Tcost is testing cost because copy paste 

code must be retest again with new code so testing will have to perform from scratch in the 

case of copy paste.  

Equation 4.13 will be used to determine the net saving hours by component based software 

engineering (CBSE). 

Net Save from standardization = Costscratch - (Scost+Acost+Tcost+Dcost+Qcost + Lcost + Gcost) -------
------- (4.13) 

In component based software engineering case two more costs have been added Lcost and Gcost. 

Lcost refers to library cost or repository cost because component will be stored in a repository 

and there must be some cost associated with it to manage library or repository of components. 

Scost, Acost, Tcost, Dcost and Qcost have the same meaning as described in above equation 4.12.  

Gcost refers to generic cost. It is accepted that more effort is required to make component 

generic so there must be an addition of generic cost to make component generic. The equation 

4.12 and 4.13 will be applied to perform cost benefits analysis of each component in copy 

paste approach and CBSE respectively. 

4.1.7 - Ranking 

In this phase, the some value is assigned to each component on the basis of cost benefits 

analysis and percentage of reuse. Reuse saving cost of each component is determined by using 

equation 12 and 13 and also determined the percentage of reuse of each component. 

Percentage of reuse has already been described in equation 3 and 4. Each component is 

ranked by assigning some value for instance if one reusable component is saving greater 

number of hours by reusing it into new system such as 9 hours, assign it 5 value, the greater a 

number, the more high rank. After ranking, an organization concerned person can pick 

component according to the rank. If the component has worth to make it generic select it as a 

candidate otherwise eliminate or reject it. 

4.1.8 - Packaging 

When all the reusable components are selected then make some more effort to make them 

more generic, modify, implement and document them. In other words in this phase 

component will be more reshaped and polished. This process is called packaging the 

component. 
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4.1.9 - Testing 

Once packaging has been done then perform thorough testing on each selected component and 

move into the repository. If there is a defect, then go back to packaging phase and remove the 

defect and loop is continued until the final testing. 

4.1.10 - Repository 

It is a store or library of components where all the components will be stored and can be 

carried out for reuse in the future. 

4.2- Publication Costs of Software Components 

Publication costs describes the costs related to the development of new components, any 

modification costs related to customizing the components for use in system, costs related with 

making a component generic, as well as repository costs. Development costs are calculated on 

the basis of complexity of the component (component size, volume etc), moderated by the 

relative effectiveness for new code development. Modification costs can be calculated by 

using the quality of the retrieved component, the size of the component, and the relative 

effectiveness of the modification. Repository costs can be simply calculated on the basis of 

the number components in the repository. The Poulin [63] has been discussed these 

publication costs. In the literature, making component generic is a big debate. Everyone uses 

its own cost estimation to make components generic. The below table 4.1 describes some of 

the generic cost estimation by the experts. 

Publication Estimate for GE Comments 

Margano and Lynn, 1992 GE =DE In the context of aviation 

applications 

Favaro, 1991 GE =0 to GE = 1.2*DE  

Lenz, et al., 1987 GE =.25* DE  to GE =DE  

Lim, 1994 GE =.11* DE  to GE 

=.8*DE 

 

Reifer, 1990 GE =.1* DE  to GE =.2*DE  

Bardo, et al., 1996 GE =.15* DE  to GE 

=.25*DE 

Based in estimates only 

Poulin, 1995 GE =.86* DE   

Pant, et al., 1996 GE =.55* DE  

Table 4.1: Generic cost estimations [63] 

 Poulin [63], comes to the conclusion that median of all literature-identified values should be 

the best estimate for making component generic GE. According to this, writing generic code 

for reuse takes 1 ½ times the time than writing the same code for one specific application. 

Hence, GE = ½ * DE. 
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Chapter 5 – Selection of CBSD Life Cycle 

and Component Model for Train Control 

Applications 

The component based software development (CBSD) lifecycle models that have been 

discussed in chapter 3, all have some drawbacks so there is still need to design CBSD 

lifecycle model that will support the train control applications. First some drawbacks of 

existing lifecycle models will be discussed to justify the need of new lifecycle model. The 

Summerville process model for CBD has put less importance on stakeholders or users than 

the properties of the component [41]. He proposed to develop the outline of requirements on 

the initial stage rather than perform detail requirement analysis [41]. Once the requirements 

will be collected, the next step proposes to refine and modify requirements and this refine and 

modification process depends on the available components. In this sense, overall in 

requirement analysis phase the focus is put on component properties rather than user 

requirements. The user requirements get less priority than component properties. The same 

requirement negotiation process will be done again even often the architectural design of the 

complete system. One possible way to solve the user requirements problem is to develop new 

reusable software component that meet the user requirements, and also can be used in future 

projects. In summary Summerville approach is too simple to handle all the issues of CBSD 

process model. 

 Crnkovic [41] has included the various other aspects that are important and ignored by 

previous researchers but still requirements issues have not been discussed in detail. The X 

model seems to be the fit for large software projects development and has major focus on 

reusability but it does not include risk analysis, feedback in different phases which is one of 

the reasons for the very success of Boehm’s Spiral Model. Moreover the X-shape describes 

overlapping and increases complexity [64]. It is very difficult to follow complex structure in 

four different directions in X model. Although the Y model has introduced various new 

reusability aspects, but it requires experts knowledge to follow it properly as it has no definite 

way to follow like bottom up or top down [35]. It is also very confusing in terms of 

component development process and component based system development and does not 

mention explicitly or separately the component development process model. 
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In train control applications, there are a lot of stakeholders involve such as different 

manufacturers of various components (i.e brake hardware components can be supplied by 

different vendors), so the requirements are not stable. It is very difficult to build the complete 

system by using generic components (common components) because some requirements 

change customer to customer and these requirements should be implemented with a 

traditional development way. It is very difficult to replace the traditional life cycle model 

completely with the Component based software development (CBSD) model because there 

are always some requirements that are project specific or customer specific and will be 

handled by a traditional software engineering approach. We have taken idea to design the 

CBSD process model from the existing literature and organize in a way so that it fulfills the 

current need of the train control domain. We have been defined CBSD life cycle that supports 

three kinds of development: component development process, component based software 

development and project specific development.   

Component development process will be used when the reusable software components will be 

developed from the scratch on the basis of the generic requirements. The component based 

system development process will be used when a system will be built by the existing reusable 

software components. The project specific process will be followed when the project specific 

requirements will be implemented.  The proposed CBSD lifecycle is shown in Figure 5.1.   
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Figure 5.1: CBSD Lifecycle model for Train control applications 

It is not sufficient to use one process model for the component based software systems in the 

train control domain so we have defined three process lifecycle models and combined them 

with the decision gate. By using three ways, we obtain a more mature description of the 

development of CBSD. Life cycle and phases of lifecycle are explained in a detail as follows. 

5. 1 - System Development Common Phases 

System requirements, system specification, system design and evaluation are common phases 

for three life cycles and concerned with the system development. 

5.1.1 - System Requirements and system specification 

The process will be started from the requirement engineering process. The four key activities 

will be performed in this phase: requirement elicitation, requirement analysis, negotiation and 

requirements documentation.  There are many stakeholders involved in the train control 
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applications so requirement elicitation is the key action of discovering the system 

requirements through consultation with the stakeholders. The sources to discover system 

requirements could be available system documents from the old systems, domain knowledge 

and customer. Domain engineering can also be performed here to identify the common 

requirements of system and identify the reusable software components. 

 

 When the system requirements will be collected, the next step will be system requirements 

analysis and negotiation process. System analysis will be performed for the identification of 

high level components from the train control applications. The major goals of a system 

analysis are to define the application and its constraints, understand the essential functions of 

the system and understand the requirements expected to be fulfilled by the software system. 

Initial requirement specification will be started to capture the certain level of details. 

Requirement validation can also be performed to reviewing requirements for the clarity, 

consistency and completeness. 

 

These four key activities will be iterative to acquire more and more requirements. The major 

activity that will be performed regarding a CBSD is to analyze the requirements and check 

whether these requirements can be fulfilled by the existing reusable software components. 

The requirement engineer must have knowledge of the existing components that can be 

possibly used. The main output of the system requirement analysis phase is graphical or 

textual description of an abstract model of the system. At this phase, the functions delivered 

by a software system will help to figure out its subsystems and major components.  However, 

instead of providing the details of the components, it will only provide the high level 

abstractions of software components. 

 

All the requirements will be captured into structure document named as system specification 

that will contain detail system requirements and this is the input for system design. 

Specification testing must be performed because it is the base document and major source of 

faults in delivered software is the system specification. It is possible that an error, occurring in 

the specification can appear after the software has undergone the operational mode and at this 

point it is very costly to fix it. Before specification phase completion, quality assurance team 

must verify specification document with regards to contradictions and ambiguities and resolve 

all ambiguous requirements with the customers. 
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 5.1.2 - System Design 

 In this process, an architecture will be defined and also identify, other elements such as 

components, modules, interfaces, and data for a system to satisfy the specified requirements. 

Design is an iterative process since good design takes several iterations. The numbers of 

iterations usually depend on the designer experience and the knowledge of the domain. This 

process deals with the partitioning system requirements into well defined components or 

subsystems. This phase is tightly coupled with the availability of proper components. The 

system requirements will be broken into more thorough requirements and all possible 

components will be identified. In this report, proposed model shown in Figure 5.1, system 

design and evaluation can be merged but for the sake of clarity, they have divided it into two 

phases.  

Designer will evaluate the component on the basis of the system requirements and try to find 

components from the component repository. Here, there are three types of possibilities:  

identified component can be project specific component (not common requirements), 

component already available in the component repository (reusable software components) and 

third possibility is to build new generic component that is not available in the repository and 

put into a repository. The requirements can be further categorized into two categories: project 

specific requirements and generic requirements. Project specific requirements are those 

requirements that keep on changing with every new project. Generic requirements are 

requirements that are same for all projects. System designer must have knowledge about the 

generic components that will be available in the component repository so that he can make 

flexible software architecture. 

5.1.3 - Evaluation 

System design and evaluation are iterative processes and linked to each other. After 

component identification in design phase, the component will be evaluated on the basis of 

system requirements.  Development of the component-based systems considerably reduces 

the detailed design and implementation effort during system development, because it demands 

extra effort in other activities. For instance, instead of coding, developers have to search for 

components from the component repository that provides the required services. Developers 

have to also verify that the selected components deliver the required services, and they can be 

successfully assembled with the other components. The main goal of evaluation phase is to 

find suitable components that provide the required functionality from the component 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirement
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repository and make decision which lifecycle model should follow among the three lifecycle 

models. 

We have put the decision gate after evaluation, on the base of component evaluation there are 

three ways to go: component build from the scratch, component-based software development 

and project specific development. First, the component will be searched from component 

repository on the basis of requirements and if the component will meet the requirements, then 

the component-based software development life cycle will be followed. It depends on the 

requirements if the requirements have enough worth to build new generic component then 

component development model will be followed otherwise requirements will be implemented 

in project specific model in a traditional way. 

5.1.4 - Component-based System Development lifecycle  

5.1.4.1 - Selection 

Figure 5.2 shows component-based system development life cycle model. The evaluation 

starts with finding components that may provide the required functionality. Component 

finding process is performed in evaluation phase. It is also possible in component finding 

process that there is more than one component that is providing more or less the same 

functionality, choose all of them. In selection phase, once the candidates components that will 

have been found in the finding process then they will be compared. The component, which 

will be most suitable for specified requirements and constraints, will be chosen. 

5.1.4.2 - Adaptation 

The final selected component can be used as a black box without customization or as a white 

box with customization. If the component will be used as black box then go directly to system 

integration phase and integrate selected component into the system. But in a real environment, 

it is very difficult to find such kind of component so there is need for adaptation to adjust the 

interfaces or parameter or put some more functionality. Component customization process is 

used to modify the component for the specific requirements and perform necessary changes to 

adjust the parameters of interfaces to interact with other components and run the component 

in a real environment. The important point here is that, once you customize the component, 

the component specification document will also be updated with the new changes. The one 

suggested customization process is shown in the Figure 5.3[65].  
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                   Figure 5.2: Component-based system development life cycle model 
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Figure 5.3:  Component Customization Process [65] 
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5.1.4.3 - Test 

In the case of adaptation or customization the testing will be performed again to ensure that 

component is providing intended functionality and also compatible with the other 

components. Once the component is tested, it will be passed out for integration and also move 

new version to the component repository. Bombardier Transportation, black-box approach 

will be used. After selection process component will be moved directly to the system 

integration for the integration.  New version of component will depend on the amount of 

adaptation. If the adaptation is only glue code and adjustment of the interface parameters then 

there is no need to create a new version of a component and also no need to move back to the 

component repository. 

5.1.4.4 - System Integration 

The purpose of developing reusable software component is to build a system by integrating 

these reusable software components. The system integration phase consists of activities that 

develop the system from incoming parts whether the components are customer specific or 

generic. The system integration phase does not contain the developing activities in the sense 

of developing new components or functions by producing new code. For this reason, this 

phase should be automated.  However, system integration phase is very important in the 

sense, as it is the merging point at which architectural mismatches are more likely to occur.  

Concretely, in the system integration process final selected components are assembled into a 

whole system by defined system architecture. The purpose of this phase is the final system 

built by finally selected components. All the types of components will be integrated here 

regardless whether the components are custom or generic. The output of this phase will be 

final system ready for the system level testing.  

5.1.4.5 - System Testing  

The purpose of system testing is to test the final integrated system whether it is meeting the 

system requirements or not. The various test strategies can be used to perform the system 

testing. The tests carried out in isolated components are usually not sufficient since their 

behaviour can be completely different once integrated as an assembly, or possibly it may 

show different behaviour in a new environment. 

5.1.5.6 - Maintenance 

The maintenance approach of CBSD is to replace old components by the new similar 

components or by adding new components to the system. The maintenance process normally 

follows same sequence of activities for instance: find a proper component, test it, adopt it if 
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necessary, and integrate it into the system. However, more research has not been performed in 

the component maintenance because it is a very complex process in a component based 

software development and directly linked with the component version control. Component 

version control and repository management are out of master thesis scope so these issues have 

not been discussed in this thesis work. 

5.2 - Component development lifecycle model 

 In the evaluation phase, the decision is made to choose the lifecycle model. Decision is taken 

on the basis of requirements evaluation and there are three cases that can be possible. One 

case has already been discussed named as component-based system development when 

component is available in the component repository. If the component will not be available 

according to requirements then two options will be left.  One option is to develop generic 

component from scratch or requirements will be implemented with project specific lifecycle 

model. This decision is performed by the designers and the analysts to determine whether 

requirements have worth to make new generic component or should it be implemented with 

project specific way. The cost benefits analysis is a good tool to determine the financial 

benefits of generic components so it can also be performed at this stage to know the value of 

the component. The component lifecycle is shown in the Figure 5.4. 

 Any traditional software lifecycle can be followed to build the component itself.  First phase 

of life cycle will be performed by the requirement engineering to get more and more generic 

requirements. The objectives of generic requirements phase are to generate complete, 

consistent and relevant requirements for generic components. The generic requirements 

usually come from the system requirements, system design and domain. Once requirement 

analysis will be performed and identified the generic requirement, then it will be written down 

in the document in specification phase. In the component design phase, the component is 

designed properly such as identification of parameters of interface and identification of 

required and supplied interface.   

The implementation phase is a process of implementing the design specification into 

programming languages, Bombardier Transportation Vasteras IEC 61131-3 software 

language is being used for the implementation. When the component will be implemented and 

unit testing will be performed then it will be verified whether component is fulfilling the 

specified requirements or not.  The iteration is allowed in a component development process 
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model at any stage. Finally, when the component will be verified it, will be move into the 

component repository for the future use. 

 

                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Component Development lifecycle model 

The dotted rounded rectangle represents an optional activity. The method for identification of 

the reusable software components from the existing system has been defined so this process 

can be merged with the proposed component development lifecycle model. The reusable 

software components will be identified from the existing system and technique has been 

discussed in chapter 4. Once the reusable software components will be identified then there 

will be a need to make them more generic and document these components in a proper way. 

All identified reusable components will be passed into component life cycle model so that 

proper specification of component (documentation) can be produced and after passing 

through all lifecycle phases, these components will be moved into the component repository. 
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5.3 - Project Specific Development 

It has been discussed already that in some domain such as train control applications it is not 

possible to develop system without the traditional software development. There are always 

some requirements that are customer specific and vary from customer to customer. The 

project specific development model is shown in Figure 5.5 and design to handle the customer 

specific requirements. All the phases are same as described above but only gray rounded 

triangle named as ‘project specific implementation, is added in this lifecycle. The Figure 5.5 

represents traditional V model and it has been combined with a component based software 

development.  The components that will come from a component-based development 

lifecycle and project specific lifecycle will be assembled in the system integration phase.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  Figure 5.5: Project Specific lifecycle model 
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availability of existing components. The design phase of the component-based development 

system follows the same way as the design phase of traditional development process models. 

The design phase comprises of an architectural design phase followed by the detailed design 

phase.  

The implementation of component based design requires less coding than traditional 

development process because in a component based system development focuses more on the 

selection of the available components. In an ideal case, there is no coding involved in CBSD 

because component is selected and integrated into the system. However, in practice 

components often need to be adapted to fit the requirements and design specification. Any 

composition techniques can be used to adapt the component such as black-box and white-box. 

It depends on the selection of the composition technique but in Bombardier Transportation, 

components will be treated as black-box and will not be made any modification in code of a 

component. In other words, component will be closed for modification and open for 

extension. 

Required service that is not delivered by any existing component must be implemented and 

designers or analysts have to decide whether these new functions are implemented in the form 

of new components that can be reused later. In real environment, it is inevitable in the 

implementation of a component-based system to get rid of the glue code which connects 

components, establishes their intercommunication and, if necessary, solves possible 

mismatches. In our case (Bombardier Transportation), glue code will be generated 

automatically by tools so we only select the components and integrate them into the system. 

The adaptation and test has been drawn by a dotted rectangle: this means that it is optional if 

organization is following the black-box composition and have tool for auto generation of glue 

code then only component will be selected and integrated into the system. In this case, there is 

no need of adaptation and testing of component. However, in white-box strategy adaptation 

and testing will be performed.   

 In evaluation phase, first component repository will be investigated if component is available 

in component repository, component based system lifecycle will be followed. In the case of   

component based system lifecycle, select component from component repository and 

assemble it into the system in the integration phase. In second case of evaluation phase, 

decision will be made of on the basis requirements whether it is project specific requirements 

or requirements have enough worth to develop new generic component from the scratch. If 
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the requirements are project specific then follow the project specific life cycle and build 

custom component and merge in system integration phase. System integration is merging 

point where all components will be merged into one complete system. 

 Our proposed model has enough flexibility to support traditional V model. In our case, 

organization is currently following V model so our proposed model can be replaced with the 

existing model, V model, or merge into it without affecting the current development process.  

5.4 - Component Model 

Component model defines the recipe for composing components. IEC61131-3 language 

consists of function blocks diagram, ladder diagram and sequential function chart. It is being 

used widely in automotive industry to control the hardware.  In train control application IEC6 

1131-3 framework is also being used to control the hardware components. The 

communication among the components is taken place through port so it based on port-based 

communication. There are two types of interface: input interfaces and output interface. Input 

Interface consists of input signals that come from various sources through multifunctional 

vehicle bus (MVB) and it is also called required interface. Output interface consists of output 

signals that come out after processing from the components and go to different sources 

through MVB cable and it is also known as provides interface.  

Component notion is shown in the Figure 5.6. In the Figure 5.6, Component has an inport for 

receiving input signals and parameters and all the input signals are stored in the input 

variables for further processing. Therefore, signals come into component through the inport 

and input interface is required to store these input signals. FB stands for function blocks, all 

signals go through different function blocks for processing. Custom functions are functions 

that are built in C language to deliver special services and these functions are reusable. The 

input signals pass through different function blocks and custom functions (standard functions) 

for processing and after processing these signals are stored in output variables for output 

signals.  The pipe and filter architecture style is followed for the interaction between the 

components.  I/O var_list represents the input and output variables which are used to store the 

input and output signals and Para_list represents the parameter list variables that are being 

used to store the parameters. 
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                         Figure 5.6: Component Notions or Component elements 

Abstract level component model is described in Figure 5.7.  Interface type in IEC61131-3 

framework is port based and there is no interface language designed for this framework. 

Interfaces are defined at syntactic level and it has been discussed in chapter 3. Therefore, 

syntactic level represents the signature of the component. Syntactic level ensures the correct 

usage of a component such as input interface has same type of variables i.e. Boolean, integer 

etc. In other words “calling-component” must refer to the proper types of input and out 

variables, fields, signals, ports and handles the exceptions raised by the “responding 

component”. 

 

Interaction style among components will be pipe and filter way and communication type will 

be synchronous. Our proposed component models use ports as interface elements using them 

for passing data. The component in IEC61131-3 consists of port-based interfaces, input and 

output interfaces consisting of ports that receive and send data (often designated as sink and 

source) are distinguished, which corresponds to provided and required interface.   The one big 

component that contains the sub-components, its interface is built from merging the interfaces 
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of sub-components. In Figure 5.7, the big component output interface is made by the 

composition of sub-component interfaces. 

 

In Figure 5.7, one big component contains the small sub-components. For example C1, C2 

and C5 are sub-components that make one big component. We have selected sub-component 

as our reusable unit or component. In Figure 5.7, it is ideal case when there is no need of 

customization and little glue code is required. All components interfaces are compatible with 

each other and they are being used as a black box. There is no need to modify their interfaces. 

For example, C1 component is receiving input signal through port and there is no need to 

modify the interface of C1 because all the input signals are the same. After processing input 

signals, C1 is providing interface to C5. There is no need to change the input interface of C5 

because its input interface is compatible with C1 output interface. In the case of C4 and C7, 

glue code is required to connect these components.   

 

F                         

Figure 5.7: Abstract Component Model for Black box Composition 

In the case of customization of standard component (SC), Figure 5.8 shows that custom 

functions can also be used with standard components. Standard components are also called 

generic components that are stored in the component repository. 

CF stands for custom function and there are functions that will be implemented for project 

specific requirements or match the interfaces of standard component. For example standard 
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component (SC) component interface requires 5 input signals but there is no SC component 

that provides the five input signals so here custom function can be used to match the input 

interface of SC. Therefore, the logic of standard component will not be modified and used as 

black-box but if the mismatch occurs, then new function blocks or custom functions will be 

added to make the interface compatible and this process is also called component wrapping. 

Standard functions also interact with other functions within the framework either it is function 

blocks or standard library function to fulfill the custom requirements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

                   Figure 5.8: Abstract component model in case of white box composition 

In Figure 5.9, brake control component is shown just with seven standard components and 

five custom functions. Rectangle represents the standard component such as Watch_Dog and 

rounded triangle represents the custom function such as AND and OR. In the figure 5.9, 

Watch_Dog receives the input signals on its inport and stores it into the internal input 

variable. It is providing interface (output interface) to B_vers so in this case there is no 

mismatch among the interfaces so no customization is required. In other case BR_traction 

standard component receives input signals from source but it output interface is not 

compatible with B_wheelDia standard component. Therefore, we put AND, OR function 

blocks to match its interface with B_wheelDia and B_wheelDia output interface signals pass 

through the XOR function block to make the compatible interface of big component. In short, 

the standard components will be used as black-box so they cannot be modified but the 

standard components can be wrapped to extend its functionality by adding more function 

blocks. 
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F          Figure 5.9: Brake control composition
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Chapter 6 – Identified Reusable Components 

in train control applications 

We have applied our identification method in a real organization, which is developing the 

train control applications, on two components namely, brake control and door control and 

performed analysis. We picked three train control management systems that have been 

already built and one that is being developing and applied our method to extract reusable 

software components from them. 

In the first phase, all the input data was collected from the customer technical description 

documents, meeting with the domain experts, literature available on the train control 

applications, meeting with a supervisor in the organization who also has a very good 

knowledge and vast experience in this domain, and also studied the hardware and software 

architecture documents. There was a lot of data available in the organization regarding the 

domain. In second phase, the development framework was investigated to know the 

component definition and support for developing components. Programming language IEC6 

1131-3 is currently being used to develop the train control applications and which is more 

logic and graphical oriented language. The developing framework, which is being currently 

used in the organization, has a very good support to build software components because all 

the applications that have already been developed are based on the well defined software 

modules.  The structure of a component has been described in the component model in 

chapter 5.  

In the comparison phase, three systems named as X, Y and Z were picked and two 

components brake control and door control were selected to apply the identification method. 

Three systems were studied the at the code level, design documents level and software 

requirement specification level and make the comparison component by component. All 

components were put into a table and three tables were made one for each system. Interface of 

each component was compared with the other component and found the similarities among 

them. Required interface consists of number of input signals and provided interface consists 

of number of output signals and it is show in the Figure 6.1.  
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The input signals of one component of one system were compared with input signals of other 

system and found the similarities among them. Same process was done with the output signals 

and number of parameters required by a component. Let’s explains this process by an 

example.  

The Figure 6.1 shows the three components of different systems X, Y and Z respectively and 

also clearly interpret the required and supplied interfaces. All systems have the same interface 

in terms of number of inputs signals and output signals. X system component has required 

interface that consists of three input signals and supplied interface or provided interface also 

consists of three output signals and same with other two system Y and Z. One important point 

here is to clear that interfaces are compared not only in terms of the number of inputs and 

outputs are same, but also on the basis of provided functionality as well as the number of 

parameters.  In short first we have made comparison at this level to compare the number of 

inputs and output signals of one system modules with other systems modules and try to find 

the similarities among them. All the components that were similar were put into the table. 

F                                               

Figure 6.1: Component interfaces 

This was our first filter to extract the initial list of reusable software components on the basis 

of interfaces. When this process was completed, the initial list of components was sent to the 

domain experts and programmers to perform comparison on the basis of logic of components 

whether they are also similar at the logic level. Copy and paste method is being used in the 

organization where this method was applied so programmers knew it very well which code is 

to be copied from one project and pasted to another project. Programmers compared three 

system’s modules at logic level and found more suitable components from them and remove 

other components which were not similar at the logic level. Table 6.1 shows the collection of 

reusable software components that are identified by the comparison process from the brake 
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control component. Twenty six sub components of brake control component have been 

identified in the comparison phase. 

Sub Component Name of 

Brake control component 

B_Input_T3 

B_EBCU_Input_x_T3 

B_Input_T4 

B_EBCU_Input_x_T4 

B_EBCU_InputDia_x_T4 

B_BrkTst 

B_EdBrkFd 

B_EdBrkRef 

B_EdBrkSta 

B_Event 

B_Event_x 

B_LdWgt 

B_Misc 

B_PnBrkSta 

B_SpeedCalc_x 

B_TrBrEffEst_T3 

B_TrMdBrRef 

B_TrMdSup 

B_Vrs 

B_Wdg 

B_WhDiaCal_x 

B_Output_T3 

B_EBCU_Output_All_T3 

B_EBCU_Output_All_T4_1 

B_EBCU_Output_X_T3 

Table 6.1: 

Expert based estimation technique was used to measure the effort required to build the 

component because there are many people available in the organization who have been 

working for so many years in the train control applications. They performed effort estimation 

in terms of numbers of hours required to develop the component. The Delphi technique or 

expert based judgment is a very handy method for estimation when senior and experienced 

software developers are available for counselling. It can help you prepare estimates for 

software components as well as software development projects. With this technique of 

software estimation, some sort of documentation such as project specifications is given to a 

few experts, depending on their availability and their opinion taken. They make their 
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estimates on the basis of given information. The actual number of experts chosen normally 

depends on their availability but three experts must participate in the process. 

We have used four to five experts in this process for taking their opinion. All chosen experts 

had vast software development experience and knowledge in the application domain at hand. 

The meeting was organized to brief all the experts about objective of estimation and defined 

the timelines for completing the estimates. An excel sheet was sent to all experts through 

email to put their estimations. The sample excel sheet is shown in Table6.2. After meeting, 

the experts were ready for coming out with the estimates. Couple of weeks were given to the 

experts for coming out with their estimates. Once all the estimates were collected, all the data 

was analyzed and found differences among the individual estimates. One more meeting was 

organized to achieve the convergence. All the experts were invited and handed them out the 

excel sheets so that they could see the difference among their opinion and discuss with each 

others. We decided to achieve the convergence by using either taking the arithmetical average 

or mode value from the data offered by the experts.  

Copy and paste method is currently being used in the organization so experts also know about 

the adaptation costs. Adaptation effort of each reusable software component was also 

estimated by the experts. Table 6.2 shows all the data collected by expert’s estimation.  

Table 6.2 was available with all the necessary data so cost benefits analysis equations had 

applied that are described in chapter 4. Cost benefits analysis of each component was 

performed and determined their saving hours in the copy paste case and in component based 

software engineering case but here only component based software development equation will 

be discussed and both approaches will be compared, separately, in chapter 7. The formula has 

been discussed to determine the software reuse in chapter 4 that is described below.  

Net Saved Hours = Costscratch - (Scost+Acost+Tcost+Dcost+Qcost + Lcost + Gcost) 

Costscratch is the implementation effort of the components when they are developed from the 

scratch for instance B_brktest sub-components will take 8 hours to develop it from the scratch 

then test it and document it. It also includes other efforts such as documentation, testing etc so 

total effort required to build the component is the sum of all the efforts and it is shown in 

Table 6.2 in column5. Costscratch has been estimated by the experts and it is show in Table 6.2 

for different subcomponents of brake control component. The documentation cost have also 

been added in Costscratch   and represented in column4 in Table 6.2. We have taken 20% of the 
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implementation cost as documentation cost of the component. Documentation costs can be 

taken high or low, depending on the organization how much it wants for cost benefits analysis 

but here it has been taken 20%. 

Table 6.2: 

In Bombardier Transportation, they do not have any pre-build platform for component based 

software development and also do not have any component repository yet, so the reusable 

software components will be identified first and put some more effort to make them generic 

component if it will be possible and filled component’s repository with some components. 

When the organization will take the step towards component based software engineering then 

it will also start building generic component from the scratch. It will be good to take smaller 

steps to achieve the goals. This is the reason, why generic cost and library cost have been also 

subtracted from the Costscratch. All the overhead has been subtracted, that will occur to make it 

Sub Component Name Implementation 

hours (IH) 

Testing 

hours 

(TH) 

Documentation 

20% from 

scratch 

Total cost of 

Components 

from scratch 

(Costscratch) 

B_WhDiaCal_x 8 4 1.6 13.6 

B_EBCU_Input_x_T3 4 1 0.8 5.8 

B_Input_T4 1 1 0.2 2.2 

B_EBCU_Input_x_T4 1 1 0.2 2.2 

B_EBCU_InputDia_x_T4 1 1 0.2 2.2 

B_BrkTst 8 4 1.6 13.6 

B_EdBrkFd 6 4 1.2 11.2 

B_EdBrkRef 4 2 0.8 6.8 

B_EdBrkSta 6 2 1.2 9.2 

B_Event 4 4 0.8 8.8 

B_Event_x 4 4 0.8 8.8 

B_LdWgt 4 3 0.8 7.8 

B_Misc 8 8 1.6 17.6 

B_PnBrkSta 4 2 0.8 6.8 

B_SpeedCalc_x 3 1 0.6 4.6 

B_TrBrEffEst_T3 4 2 0.8 6.8 

B_TrMdBrRef 12 8 2.4 22.4 

B_TrMdSup 4 2 0.8 6.8 

B_Vrs 2 1 0.4 3.4 

B_Wdg 2 1 0.4 3.4 

B_WhDiaCal_x 8 4 1.6 13.6 

B_Output_T3 8 2 1.6 11.6 

B_EBCU_Output_All_T3 4 1 0.8 5.8 

B_EBCU_Output_All_T4_1 1 1 0.2 2.2 

B_EBCU_Output_X_T3 2 1 0.4 3.4 
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a complete component, from total developing costs and analyzed how many hours can be 

saved from the component. Scost is the search cost to search the component from the 

repository and it depends on a lot of other factors such as automated tools for search etc but it 

has been kept constant for all the components and assumed, it will take one hours to search 

for each component.  

 

Adaptation cost or Acost was also estimated by the experts for each component regarding the 

size and volume of the components. Size and volume were determined by using the formula, 

which has already been explained in chapter 4. Qcost is the quality efforts and it was obtained 

by taking 10% of the total cost of the component. Dcost is the number of hours that will be 

spent on documentation and it was obtained by taking 20% of the total cost of the component. 

Gcost is the effort required to make the component generic and it was obtained by taking 30% 

of the total cost of component and same Lcost is the library cost which is also obtained by 

taking 5% of the total cost of the component.  

 

After applying this formula, there are a lot of components that will go down to the negative 

value and there will be no benefits from them to make them generic. It can be seen below 

Figure 6.2 that except few components, all the components have a negative value in the first 

time reuse and they are not saving any hours instead they are going into loss. This is one side 

of component based software engineering that it has an upfront investment to make 

component platform but once platform has been built and the repository has enough 

components then it recovers its investment very quickly. In this scenario, now it can be 

assumed that these components will be reused in four projects, how many hours will be saved 

from these components if they use in four projects. There will also be analyzed here that when 

the component will recover its costs or how many times component will be reused in different 

projects to recover its costs. The same components have been reused in four projects in Figure 

6.3.  
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                                                       Figure 6.2: First time reuse saving  
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Net Save from Reusable Component = Total Cost (Buliding component from scratch)  -

(search+adaptation+testing+20% documentation+30% Generic cost+quality (varification and validation/ 

Commisioning)10%+library 5%)

Net Save from Reusable Component = Total Cost (Buliding component from scratch)  - (search+adaptation+quality 

(varification and validation/ Commisioning)7%+library 5%)

 

Figure 6.3: Components Reused in Four Projects 

 

It can be seen clearly in the Figure 6.3 that every component has recover its costs in second 

time reuse or in the second project. The reason behind this is that now we only have search 
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cost, the other costs such as adaptation costs, library cost and quality cost were only first time. 

The generic effort will be required only first time so this cost has been subtracted and same 

with documentation, testing and quality. Once component will be built then this formula will 

be used to determine the net saving from component based development. 

Net Save from Reusable Component = Total Cost (Building component from scratch) - 

(search+adaptation+testing+20% documentation+30% Generic cost+ quality (verification and 

validation/ Commissioning) 10% + library 5%) 

In the second time reuse the testing, documentation and generic costs will be eliminated and 

quality cost also keeps on reducing in component based software development. 

Net Save from Reusable Component = Total Cost (Building component from the scratch) - 

(search + adaptation + quality (verification and validation/ Commissioning) 7%+library 5%) 

So the ranking phase will start now to rank the components according to their saving hours. 

The more saving hours the higher rank of component. A decision will be taken for selecting 

final candidate component on two measurements one is ranking and the other is reuse factor. 

The final candidate component must have at least 50% reuse factor and gain some saving 

hours in the second project when it will be reused. Reuse percentage or reuse factor has been 

determined by experts for analysis because experts are available in the organization and they 

can estimates quickly by comparing the different projects modules that are similar. In case if 

experts are not available, reuse metrics has explained in chapter 4 can be used to calculate the 

reuse factor in IEC6 1131-3 framework. The formula and notion of reuse factor has been 

explained in chapter 4 under the section of software metrics. Table 6.3 shows the final 

selection criteria. All components that are shown in red have been selected because they have 

at least 50% reuse factor and covering their costs in the second time reuse or when it will be 

reused in second project.  All other components have been rejected because either they are not 

covering their cost in the second time reuse or they have a reuse factor below 50%. 

Final selected component = (Reuse factor >= 50% AND at least covers its costs in the second 

time reuse). 
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Sub Component Name of 

Brake control component 

Estimated re-use factor 

(comparing old 

projects with 

upcoming projects) 

Project 1 

Saving hours 

or first time 

reuse 

Project 2 

Saving 

hours or 

second time 

reuse 

Ranking 

B_TrMdBrRef 80 % 2.04 18.28 24 

B_Misc 50 % -3.04 11.72 23 

B_WhDiaCal_x 100 % 1.96 10.92 22 

B_BrkTst 80 % .76 9.92 21 

B_EdBrkFd 80 % -.68 7.64 20 

B_EdBrkSta 80 % 1.32 6.74 19 

B_Event 50 % -.92 6.36 18 

B_Event_x 50 % – .92 6.36 17 

B_Output_T3 20 % -.84 6.02 16 

B_LdWgt 80 % –.52 5.41 15 

B_EdBrkRef 80 % – .18 4.46 14 

B_TrBrEffEst_T3 80 % – .44 4.46 13 

B_PnBrkSta 80 % – .12 4.46 13 

B_TrMdSup 80 % – .12 4.46 11 

B_SpeedCalc_x 100 % – .44 2.37 12 

B_EBCU_Output_All_T3 20 % – .98 2.51 12 

B_EBCU_Output_All_T4_1 20 % – 1.8 2.51 12 

B_EBCU_Output_X_T3 20 % -1.16 2.37 11 

B_Vrs 100 % -1.16 1.23 10 

B_Wdg 100 % -1.16 1.23 10 

B_Input_T3 20 % -2.36 0.09 9 

B_Input_T4 20 % -1.8 0.09 9 

B_EBCU_Input_x_T4 20 % -1.8 0.09 9 

B_EBCU_InputDia_x_T4 20 % -1.8 0.09 9 

Table 6.3: 
 

B_TrMdBrRef has the higher rank among all the components because it is saving more 

numbers of hours among all the other components.  Selection of final candidate components 

depends on the organization criteria because organization’s persons exactly know the 

expectation of reusable component in term of saving hours. But any criteria can be set on 

Table 6.3 to pick more suitable reusable components.    

When the components will be finally selected, then the next process is to put some more effort 

on it and make them more generic and documented them and moves into the component 

repository.  In our case (Bombardier Transportation), all the final candidates will be put into a 

component development lifecycle model to generate specification, design etc and move into 

the repository.                     
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Chapter 7 – Cost Benefits Analysis of CBSE 

7.1 - Cost Benefits Analysis 

Component based software engineering is a systematic way to achieve the software reuse. In 

this chapter we will compare the unsystematic approach to achieve software reuse named as 

copy paste approach and systematic way to achieve the software reuse named as CBSE. Most 

of the organizations, who do not want to spend up-front cost on component based software 

development (CBSD); they are following the copy paste method to achieve the software reuse 

at code level as well as documentation level. The copy paste method is being followed by 

most of the organizations because it shows the instant benefits and do not have any up-front 

costs. However, it has no long term benefits. There is a lot of overhead involved to follow this 

method such as search the code from previous projects which can be used into new projects, 

modify it, retest it again and modify the documentation also. The software that is produced by 

using that kind of approach has also problems of quality. 

 

In short copy paste method is not a systematic approach to achieve the software reuse. CBSD 

is a systematic approach to achieve the software reuse although it has potential up-front costs 

but once the platform for CBSD is established then it will show its benefits. Component-

based development (CBD) achieves the systematic software reuse by acquisition, adaptation, 

and integration of reusable software components and this lead to rapidly develop and deploy 

complex software systems with minimum engineering effort and resource cost. Systematic 

Software reuse that is achieved through CBD not only enhances productivity but also has a 

positive impact on the quality and maintainability of the software products. 

 

A cost-benefit analysis (CBA) of software component gives useful information that assists an 

organization to comprehend the economic worthiness of building software from utilizing 

reusable software components. This report describes one way to conduct cost benefit analysis 

within the organization to assess the value of software reuse. We have performed the CBA 

process in real organization who is dealing in train control application. In this report, costs 

refer to the numbers of hours spend on building generic component. Similarly, benefits 

include total number of hours saved by developed component that will be reused in various 

projects. 
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The economic aspects of component based software development (CBSD) can be analyzed 

from two perspectives: user of the components and the producer of the components. The 

producer creates the various software components, and the user purchases the software 

components from third party. This differentiation between producers and users is very 

important because the costs and benefits of each can be different. Therefore, it is likely that a 

software reuse program is economically viable for the producer but not for the user and vice 

versa. 

Both producer and user of the component have different kinds of costs for instance, 

producer’s point of view, the costs will comprise of start-up and ongoing expenses. Start-up 

costs consist of the expense of producing the reusable software component such as domain 

analysis, requirement analysis, design, code and testing etc. The costs of maintaining the 

reusable software components as well as catering customer support represent ongoing costs. 

There are a lot of benefits for user point of view such as savings in the development effort, 

shortened cycle time and higher-quality software. But in this report, we will perform the costs 

and benefits analysis both, the user and the producer. In our case, the assumption is that all the 

components will be developed in-house and will not purchase from third party so there is no 

distinction between the user and the producer of components. 

First there is need to assess the current reuse of the organization that is being achieved by the 

copy paste method. It is important because the reuse of software components is reasonable if 

the cost of reuse is less than the cost of developing new software components so effort 

required to reuse the component must be less than building components from the scratch. 

Software reuse evaluation is the first step to be started by a software organization. Software 

reuse evaluation is carried out to estimate the potential benefits for exercising reuse in 

software development organization, to find if the organization is prepared to get on a reuse 

programme. 

The major purpose of this kind of reuse evaluation is to assess copy paste method that is being 

used as a reuse strategy in the organization and compare it with the systematic reuse strategy 

named as component-based software engineering (CBSE) and recommend implementation of 

CBSE to achieve the reuse goals. Component-based reuse is widely accepted as a major reuse 

strategy and important motivation for many organizations for adopting CBSD as reuse 

strategy is to reduce the development cost by the reuse of software components in multiple 

systems. CBSD main focus is to develop the software components once, and save out 
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development effort multiple times while achieving increase in productivity with high quality 

product. 

In this chapter, first organization’s current reuse strategy is evaluated which is copy paste 

method and performed cost benefit analysis of this method on 16 components. Second, the 

CBSD strategy is assessed to achieve the software reuse and performed the cost benefits 

analysis of the same 16 components and finally, both the strategies are compared in terms of 

costs and benefits.  

7.1.1 - CBA of copy paste method 

The cost benefits analysis process for copy paste technique is described in steps. 

1. Select the component on which CBA will be performed. So for instance, pick the 

D_WheelCal_x component which calibrates the wheel diameter. 

2. Make a table that contains the different columns such as component name, 

implementation hours of component, testing hours of component, documentation 

hours of component etc. The Table 7.1 is the table that has been used to capture the 

estimates. 

Sub Component 

Name 

Documentation 

Hours 

Implementation 

Hours 

Testing Hours Total Cost of 

Component 

when 

Developing 

from Scratch 

B_WhDiaCal_x     

Table 7.1: 

DH, IH and TH stand for Documentation Hours, Implementation hours and Testing hours 

respectively in Table 7.1 in column 5. Implementation hours include the design effort of the 

component and coding effort of the component. Total cost of the component is the sum of 

three costs (documentation, Implementation and testing) and the total cost of the component 

represents the cost of the component when it will be built from the scratch. 

 

3. Table 7.1 will be sent to different experts (programmers, designers etc) for estimating 

the effort of documentation, implementation and testing. They will fill the table and 

after filling the table their estimates will be compared. There will be a trade off if there 

is find huge difference among various estimates. This difference can be solved in the 

meeting and the final agreeable estimates will be picked up for further cost benefits 

analysis. Table 7.2 shows the estimates hours for B_WhDiaCal_x component. 
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Sub Component 

Name 

Documentation 

Hours 20% of 

Total Cost 

Implementation 

Hours 

Testing Hours Total Cost of 

Component 

when 

Developing 

from Scratch 

B_WhDiaCal_x 1.6 8 4 13.6 

Table 7.2: 

Once the total effort of the component will be determined, the formulas that had been defined 

in chapter 4 will be applied to determine the reuse saving. Equation 7.1 shows Net reuse 

saving in the case of copy and paste method. 

Net Reuse Save Cost   = Costscratch - (Scost+Acost+Tcost+Dcost+Qcost)       (7.1)    

Costscratch is the cost of component when it will be developed from the scratch without keeping 

reuse in mind. Column 5 of the table shows this cost. Scratch cost is the cost of the 

component developed from the scratch and it can be determined by applying one of the many 

cost estimation models such as COCOMO, Function Point Analysis, Wideband Delphi 

techniques etc. Delphi based approach has been used to estimate the developing cost of the 

components and estimations have been done by the experts. The idea behind this equation is 

that subtract all overhead costs from the scratch cost and net cost savings for reuse can be 

estimated by this equation. There are a lot of overhead costs associated with reuse such as 

domain analysis, increase documentation to achieve systematic reuse, maintenance and 

enhancement for reuse artifacts, licenses and royalty costs if the component is acquired from 

third party, repository management, search cost, adaptation cost, and quality costs and so on. 

These overhead costs depend on the organization because some organizations do not acquire 

components from third party and build their own in-house components. 

The overhead costs were included such as search cost, adaptation cost, testing cost, 

documentation costs and quality cost. Scost is the search cost that will be performed for 

searching reusable component from old systems. Search cost always will incur even in case of 

copy paste because first similar code will have to search from existing system and after 

searching it will be copy and paste. Search cost depends on whether the search is manual or it 

is performed by a tool.  Acost is the adaptation cost or modification cost because in real 

environment there must be some adaptation cost of code even though it is similar. It is the 

cost required to adapt the component. Adaptation effort will also be achieved by expert’s 
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estimates. There must be some changes and modifications that have to be performed in order 

to match the new requirements. Dcost is the documentation cost because new documentation 

will be required. Documents can be test specification, design specification, requirement 

specification etc. All the costs are shown in the table 7.3. 

T 

Table 7.3: 

Costscratch = Implementation hours + Testing hours + Documentation (20% of Implementation 

cost of component).  

Implementation hours include the design effort also. B_WhDiaCal_x component will take 8 

hours for design and code. All the estimations have been made by the experts in train control 

domain and currently working on these applications. Testing hours represents the numbers of 

hours required to test it and this component will take 4 hours to test. Documentation cost 

represents the numbers of hours required to document the component and this cost is 20% of 

implementation costs. For example for this component the documentation cost will be 

calculated like this: 8 (Implementation hours)* 20/100=1.6 hours. 

Scost = this cost represents the numbers of hours required to search the component. Here it is 

assumed that one component will take one hours to search it from the library. In our case this 

cost does not matter because component is not being searched from market. For instance, 

B_WhDiaCal_x component will take one hour for searching process. 

Acost = this cost represents the numbers of hours will spend to adapt the component. In the 

copy paste case this adaptation is also incurred. This cost is also estimated by the experts. 

Dcost = this cost represents the numbers of hours will spend on the documentation when copy 

method paste method will be applied. When code is copied from one project to another then 

documentation is also changed. We have taken the documentation cost 20% of adaptation 

Sub- 

Compone

nt Name 

Implement

ation 

Hours (IH) 

Testing 

Hours 

Documentation 

Hours 20% of 

Total Cost 

Search 

Cost 

(Scost) 

Adaptation 

Cost (Acost) 

Quality 

Verificat

ion and 

Validati

on Cost 

(Qcost) 

Net 

Reuse 

Save 

Cost 

 8 4 1.6 1 1 1.36 6.04 
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costs but it could be taken higher and depend on the organization but after meeting with the 

experts it was decided 20% of adaptation cost. 

Qcost = this cost represents the numbers of hours will spend on the quality activities such as 

verification and validation etc and we have taken 10% of Costscratch. This cost also depends on 

organization how much they perform quality activities. 

 

Net Reuse Save Cost   = Costscratch - (Scost+Acost+Tcost+Dcost+Qcost)           

 

The net saving is calculated by subtracting all the overhead costs from original developing 

cost of the components. The overhead cost that occurs in copy paste method is show in red 

ellipse.  B_WhDiaCal_x is a very good candidate and current saving from this component is 

6.04 hours in the case of copy paste method. We have performed the CBA by using the above 

equation on 16 sub-components of brake control component and it is shown in graph 7.1 for 

instance if we reuse B_TrMdBrRef component by using copy paste technique then it will save 

8.76 hours. 

 

                                          Graph 7.1: Copy&Paste saving in one project 

Important thing that should be noticed here: two components B_Vrs and B.Wdg can be seen 

in graph7.1 are being reused and 100% copy and paste to other projects but still they do not 

have any reuse saving. It is because there are a lot of overhead costs such as adaptation, re-

documentation, retesting and so on are involved to reuse these components. A major 
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disadvantage of this approach is that still all activities (testing, documentation, adaptation, 

searching and so on) have to be performed from the scratch to ensure that this component will 

work in a new environment and have enough quality to meet the specified requirements.  

Total reuse saving from 16 sub-components of Brake control component in one project as 

whole is 42.04 hours assuming that all 16 components will be used in project and it has shown 

in Graph7.2. The overall copy paste reuse strategy is also not bad because it has not upfront 

cost and after deducting all overhead costs still it is saving a number of hours. It is a good 

option for those organizations that do not have enough resources to move on component 

based software development. 

 

           Graph 7.2: Total Saved hours of Brake Component by Copy Paste reuse strategy 

Same process of the cost benefits analysis (CBA) has been used for 16 components and 

determined the net reuse saving. In the report we have discussed only brake component but 

we have also performed same process on door control component and will be applied on all 

the components. 

7.1.2 - Cost Benefits Analysis (CBA) of CBSD 

Now we discuss the CBA process for CBSD on some brake control components and evaluate 

how much effort can be saved by using CBSD. The same CBA process is followed in CBSD 

that has been described above for copy paste reuse strategy except some changes have been 

made in the base equation. There have some more overhead costs in base equation because it 

is widely accepted that developing generic components require more effort. The equation has 

used for performing CBA for CBSD. 
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Net Save = Costscratch - (Scost+Acost+Tcost+Dcost+Qcost + Lcost + Gcost) 

Costscratch is the implementation effort of the components when it is developed from the 

scratch for instance B_brktest sub-components will take 8 hours to develop it from the scratch 

then test it and document it. It also includes other efforts such as documentation, testing etc so 

total effort required to build the component is the sum of all efforts. It is the same cost that is 

used in the copy based method. This effort has been estimated by experts and it is show in 

below Table 7.1 for different subcomponents of brake control component. 

All other costs are same as in copy paste method except two more overhead costs named as 

Lcost and Gcost. Lcost stand for library cost or repository cost because in component based 

software development there is some cost is association to manage the reusable software 

components library or repository. Gcost stands for generic cost. It is widely accepted that 

generic component requires more effort than custom component so this cost represents extra 

effort that will be required to make the component generic. 

This generic cost has been discussed in chapter 4 of the report and different ways to estimate 

this cost. Scost is the same cost that has been discussed in copy paste method and also given 

same estimation value one hour per component to perform search because in current situation, 

organization will not purchase components from third party and the organization do not have 

very big component repository which will take longer time to search. It can be assumed for 

analysis purpose that one hour will be allocated per component for the searching operation. 

This cost depends on many factors such as size of the repository, searching components from 

third party or from market, automated tool for search and so on. Acost is adaptation or 

customization cost to adapt the component. It depends on the composition techniques being 

followed in the organization. In black-box composition technique it is low because only 

adjustment of interfaces and glue code costs are incurred and these costs are usually very low. 

In white-box composition technique it could be very high because may be new functionality 

have to be added into the component and this will lead to updated all documentation of 

component and also require testing. It is assumed that the adaptation cost will be equal in both 

cases copy paste and CBSE.  

Tcost is the testing cost to test the generic components and also estimated by experts. Dcost 

stands for documentation cost and has taken 20% of the total cost (scratch cost) of the 

component. Lcost is the library cost and has taken 5% of the total cost of the component. 

Gcost stands for generic cost and has taken 30% of the total cost (cost scratch) of the 
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component and it is discussed in chapter 4 under the section of publication costs. It can be 

50%, 60%, 80% of the total cost of the component and so on. It depends on the organization 

how tight CBA does it wants. But we take it 65% (Dcost (20%) +Lcost (5%) +Gcost (30%) + 

Qcost (10%)) of the total cost of the component. In equation 7.2, this cost has been separated 

and divided into Dcost, Lcost, Gcost and Qcost for more clarity purpose. It is also shown in 

the equation 7.3 below. 

Net Save from Reusable Component = Total Cost (Building component from the scratch) - 

(search+adaptation+testing+20% documentation+30% Generic cost+ quality (verification and 

validation/ Commissioning) 10% + library 5%). ------------------ (7.3) 

When this formula applied in CBSD, all components went to loss except few in first time 

reuse or in the first project. It is shown in graph 7.3. This is the reason why most of the 

software development organization did not go for CBSD because a lot of overhead costs are 

involved and a lot of upfront cost is associated with it. In graph 7.3, components are saving 

nothing because in the first project, they will only recover their costs that the organization has 

invested to make the components generic. In graph 7.4, accumulative saving of reuse all brake 

sub-components in the first project has been shown and it is negative and represents loss. 

It is widely accepted that making components generic that reuse will require additional 

development time, while not delivering a benefit in savings for the initial projects. Therefore, 

organizations have to tolerate initial losses on the reuse while the repository is being 

populated and components are being reused in different projects. However, when these 

components will be reused in the second project, they will recover their costs as well as 

provide potential benefits. It is shown in graph 7.5 that how these components recovered their 

costs and offered benefits when they were reused in four projects. Almost all the components 

have recovered their full costs in second projects and offered potential benefits (number of 

hours saved) and situation has been shown in graph 7.5. It is because when the components 

will be reused for the second time, there are a lot of costs that will be removed and will not 

occur in the second time such as Gcost, Dcost and quality cost also decreases.  The equation 

7.4 shows only the search cost, adaptation cost and repository cost and quality cost will 

remain and other costs have been removed. The quality cost is the cost of verification and 

validation activities etc and it also decreases with the passage of time when the components 

will be reused more times so that is why we have put 7% in the second time reuse and may be 
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it will be 5% in the third time reused. This is the magic of component based software 

engineering and it is its attraction point today.    

Net Save from Reusable Component = Total Cost (Building component from the scratch) - 

(search + adaptation + quality (verification and validation/ Commissioning) 7% 

+library 5%) ---------------- (7.4) 

 

                    Graph 7.3: First Project Saving hours from 16 components by CBSE 

 

 

                 Graph 7.4: Total Saved Hours in first project from 16 components by CBSE 
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                    Graph 7.5: Saving hours by 16 components after reusing in four projects 

Graph 7.6 is clearly showing the benefits of CBSD after reusing all brake subcomponents in 

four projects. In the first project, there is nothing to be saved in CBSD and net reuse saving is 

-5.4 hours. But in the second project situation will change dramatically and 106.02 hours have 

been saved by CBSD. In project 3, 114 hours have been saved by CBSD because quality cost 

is being reduced also. Accumulative saving from brake component in four projects is shown 

in graph 7.7 and it is almost 328 hours can be saved by using CBSD in four projects assuming 

that all 16 sub-components will be reused in four projects. 
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Graph7.6: Accumulative Save hours from four projects by CBSE 

 

                                                 
Graph 7.7: 

7.1.3 - Comparison between Copy paste and CBSD 

It has been shown in graph 7.8 that copy paste reuse strategy is better than CBSE in one 

project. There is no big overhead cost associated with copy paste so it has the instant benefits. 

In the graph 7.8, it is clearly seen that almost all components are providing benefits in copy 

paste strategy except two components. There it is an attractive strategy for the organization at 

first look because it has rapid benefits. However, it has no long term benefits associated with 

this technique. In the CBSD, the graphs 7.8 and 7.9 show that all the components are going 
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into loss and have no benefits except few components in first project. Graph 7.9 is same 

interpretation of graph 7.8 but it is accumulative and shows that copy paste strategy saves 42 

hours in first project in brake control component and CBSD does not provide benefits in first 

project. At this point, copy paste strategy is better than CBSD. 

 

 

Graph7. 8: Copy paste strategy versus CBSD 
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Graph 7.9 

Graph 7.10 and graph 7.11 show the actual worth of CBSD. Graph 7.10 shows that CBSD 

saves the 106.02 hours when all 16 components will be used in the second project or second 

time reuse but copy paste strategy is still saving 42 hours in second projects because same 

overhead costs (retesting, re-documentation, re-modification, search etc) will keep on every 

time.   In third time reuse, CBSD is Saving 114 hours because verification and validation 

costs will be reduced. Graph 7.11 shows the total saving hours in both approaches when all 

components will be used in four projects. Here, CBSD comes to justify its cost and saves 

almost 368 hours as compared to copy paste strategy that save 168 hours in four projects. 

CBSD not only saves the more number of hours but it provides the high quality software and 

increases the productivity at the same time. All the promises that have been discussed in the 

third chapter can be achieved in train control applications as well. The copy paste strategy has 

no promises regarding the software quality, increase productivity and manage the complexity 

of software because it is not a systematic way of software reuse. 

 

                                      
Graph 7.10: 
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G                      

Graph 7.11 Comparison between CBSE and copy paste method 

The saving depends on the development cost of the component so the component must have 

enough size so that it can show its value in terms of saving. In our case, there are two 

components which has been shown in graph 7.5 B_w_dg (watchdog) and B_vrs sub-

components that could justify their saving and have very small saving hours after 4 time reuse 

and in the copy paste cost case it always goes to the negative side. Therefore component must 

have enough development cost to justify its saving. The development cost will go up and 

saving will increase. Therefore, the saving will increase as the number of components will 

increase. But at the same time, size of the component must not be much larger because 

benefits cannot be achieved to make component large and complex. The increasing 

component size will lead to less flexibility in application requirements. Therefore, component 

must have average complexity level and average size otherwise it will be very difficult to 

meet the generic requirements especially in the case of white box because in this case more 

code will be added to adapt it and it will increase size and complexity of the component. 

The results has been shown on the 16 sub-components of a brake control and shown their 

benefits by using the CBSD. The numbers of components in the repository also have an 

impact on saving because the more components in repository means more chance to match the 

components with requirements and higher the chance of availability of components. 

However, additional components will also increase the cost so there should be an optimal 

repository size.  The organizations that begin from zero-size repository will experience an 
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increased development cost until component library holds sufficient number of components. 

In our case, the reusable software components have been identified from the existing system 

but there will still need to put more effort to make them generic and move them to the 

repository. The repository will populate and fill over time by developing generic components 

and move into the repository. 
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Chapter 8 – Conclusions 

We have described in this thesis, a possible approach to merge component-based software 

engineering principles with traditional software engineering with the aim of providing 

solutions towards an efficient development of embedded systems particularly, in train control 

applications. We have also defined an approach to identify the reusable software components 

from existing system and put a light on CBSD economics. This chapter concludes the thesis 

by reviewing and discussing its contributions, regarding the research questions stated in 

Chapter 3, and by providing directions for future work. 

Software process establishes the base for a good quality software product. Systematic 

software process is required to apply the reused based approaches successfully in software 

development and software process for reuse based approaches is different from traditional 

process. The traditional software processes do not consider the software reuse explicitly and 

cannot support the risks that are attached with the use of reusable software components. 

Component based software engineering is a systematic way to achieve the software reuse. 

Several component based software development (CBSD) lifecycles have been discussed and 

proposed in the literature and some of them have been discussed in this thesis. A CBSD 

cannot be completely put to use if the software development processes and the development 

organizations are not adopted according to the fundamental rules of CBSD. CBSD approach 

strives for increased reusability of existing components, reducing the implementation efforts, 

and the efforts for system verification increase. Due to this, this approach needs adjustments 

of the development processes to set the platform for CBSD. 

 But as far as in the real scenario, it is very rare to use CBSD lifecycle models as it is, since 

they are described in the literature. Most of the domains are still using traditional software 

development approaches by just adding to them some additional activities related to 

component based software development. Because these domains have been very coupled with 

traditional software development for several reasons and it is very difficult to achieve the 

goals by using only component based software development.   Under the current situation, it 

is further needed to plan sequence of experiments, in which relative costs and benefits of 

choosing a component based software development can be weighed against the choice of a 

traditional software development. 
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In this thesis work we have discussed various CBSD lifecycle models and described different 

phases of these lifecycles. The major difference between the traditional software development 

processes and CBSD processes is a separation of system development from component 

development. The goal of the first attempt is to specify an ideal and yet realistic life cycle 

process model for CBSD that is fully applicable in train control applications. 

8.1 - Research Questions 

Research Question 1: 

“What is the suitable Component-Based Development Process Model for train control 

systems?  Is it possible to integrate the traditional SDLC with CBD cycle?  Will CBD replaces 

the need of traditional software engineering approaches?” 

We have surveyed different software lifecycle models for CBSD and all have their own 

advantages and disadvantages. CBSE is still a new technology and there is much space for 

research in this field. Form our study; we observed that the present lifecycle models have 

various weaknesses. In our research, we have tried to propose CBSD lifecycle model that that 

can efficiently face the disadvantages of present CBSD lifecycle models and fit into the train 

control applications. We have used the same idea for defining CBSD lifecycle for train 

control applications which has been already discussed in literature. We have separated the 

component based system development and component development.  

 

We have studied the different existing train control applications and concluded that there are 

always requirements that are customer specific. These requirements keep on changing 

application to application. These changing requirements are real threats to component based 

software development applicability in train control application. We have estimated the 

software reuse in this domain and it is almost 50% to 60% and remaining 40% to 50% are the 

project specific requirements. In this situation, it is not possible to develop the complete train 

control applications by using Component-based software engineering (CBDE). We have 

defined the lifecycle model in chapter 5 that supports the CBSD as well as traditional software 

development.   50% to 60% software reuse can be achieved by using CBSD and remaining 

40% to 50% customer specific requirements can be satisfied by the traditional software 

engineering. 

 

It is possible to merge CBSD and traditional software engineering and we have merged these 

two approaches in chapter 5 to develop train control applications. CBSE considers the system 
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as a set of off-the-shelf components integrated within an appropriate architecture. Software 

engineering creates a system from scratch. The more advantages can be achieved by merging 

these ways of development. Although CBSE has advantages but it has also disadvantages 

such as component maintenance costs, changing requirements (project specific requirements), 

unsatisfied requirements, repository management and component’s version handling etc.  

We can overcome these advantages by merging CBSE and traditional software engineering. 

Project specific requirements should be satisfied by traditional software engineering approach 

so that standard components can be used as black-box components.   

White-box composition in CBSE gives developers the freedom to change the code to suit their 

needs and satisfy the requirements. This gives a flexible way to develop software by fitting 

existing components to new requirements. But at the same time, this type of composition 

raises the cost of customization of components. White-box composition also promotes the 

several versions of one component which ultimately increases the maintenance costs of 

components as well. Black-box composition aims to avoid maintenance costs, customization 

costs by not allowing the modification of retrieved components. All the new requirements or 

project specific requirements that are not fulfilled by components should be developed by 

traditional software engineering and this will decrease the maintenance costs, customization 

costs of software components. In other words, white-box composition is replaced by the 

traditional software engineering and components will be used as black-box without 

modification. 

It is very difficult to build the applications economically by using 100% CBSD in train 

control applications so we have still need traditional software engineering methods in this 

domain to achieve the target. We have shown in chapter 5 by merging the CBSE and 

Traditional lifecycle. 

 

Research Question 2:  

    “How can train control systems be built in efficient way by using component based software 

engineering (CBSE) rules?” 

Component-based software engineering is successful if the reusable and certified 

components are available for development of component based software development 

and decreases in the Verification & Validation activities as compared to traditional 

software development.  The more effort is spent on selecting and evaluating components 
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in CBSD and reusability is the main theme of this approach. A success of CBSE is still not 

guaranteed because there are a lot of challenges that are being faced by CBSE such as: it 

is very difficult to find trusted and certified components, changing requirements and 

selection of components and version handling of components.  

 

The train control domain is a new domain and there are not enough components 

available in the market. So it is still not possible to purchase the commercial off the shelf 

COTS components and build system from them. Project specific requirement is also a big 

challenge to cope with by CBSE. Changing requirements will force to develop a new 

version of the component and this will raise further problem that is repository 

management. 

Train control systems can be built efficiently by merging CBSE rules and traditional 

software engineering rules. All the generic requirements can be handled by CBSE and 

project specific requirements can be handled by traditional software engineering. We 

have proposed the CBSD lifecycle model that supports both, CBSD and traditional 

software development at the same time. 

Research Question 3:  

   “What is a suitable Component Model for train control system?” 

There are a lot of component models available in the literature and some of them we have 

discussed in chapter 3.  The train control systems are built in IEC6 1131-3 programming 

language and its architecture has already been discussed in chapter 3. In train control 

applications domain hybrid component model is required which supports both component 

based software development as well as traditional software development. We have proposed 

the component model discussed in chapter 5 for train control domain that supports both 

CBSD as well as traditional software development. 

Research Question 4: 

“Is there any technique or process to identify the reusable software components from existing 

train control system? Is there a relationship between software reuse and component based 

development CBD? ”  

Software metrics give a solution to extract reusable software components from existing 

systems. Our techniques, discussed in chapter 4 for the identification and qualification of 
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reusable software components, are based on cost benefit analysis and software metrics. All 

software measurements have been taken from the experts and based on expert’s estimations. 

The software metrics are very handy because they consider the large volume of source code 

that must be analyzed to find reusable software components. A cost benefit analysis is a very 

good tool to analyze the economic worth of components. If the reusable component is very 

small, it will not return potential benefits to the organization. Component must has enough 

size to justify its cost and benefits in a potential way. According to Prieto-Diaz [1], a software 

component is reusable if the effort required to reuse it is remarkably smaller than effort 

required implementing a component with the same functions. These kinds of factors such as 

effort and costs can be determined by cost benefit analysis. 

Various forms and extents of software reuse are achieved in the software development process 

such as ad-hoc reuse (copy paste approach), planned reuse and systematic reuse [63].The 

CBD is a systematic way to achieve the software reuse. Effective reuse program can be 

achieved by using CBD. 

 Research Question 5: 

“What will be the benefits of CBD in train control application domain?” 

The all claimed benefits from component based development in other domains such as 

reduction in development cost and time, improvement in software quality, increase in the 

productivity and improvement in maintainability etc can also be achieved in train control 

domain. Many organizations have been suffering from cost and schedule overrun and missing 

or erroneous functionality, the CBD has been advanced as a way for easing this crunch.   

8.2 - Summary 

Component based software development (CBSD) saving depends on a number of factors such 

as component repository size, modules or component size, project size, development cost and 

so on. The saving will be increased when the development cost goes up because ultimately 

when the number of components increases, the savings will be increased. When a lot of 

components will be stored into repository then there will be more chance to find the required 

component from the repository.  As we have discussed in cost benefit analysis chapter 7, if 

the component development cost goes up, its savings will also increase and same holds for the 

increase for component complexity. There must be a trade-off between saving and other 

factors such as complexity, repository size, and component size. Otherwise, the savings level 

out, once the complexity of the component or size of the component is very big. Same holds 
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with the size of component repository, the savings level out, once particular components, in 

the repository, are exceeded.  At the some point, additional components will only increase the 

cost but not the savings and same holds with the size and complexity of the component. The 

component must not be too big and complex because it leads to increase in maintenance costs. 

There must be an optimal repository size for CBSD. 

The organization that starts component based software development with 0-size component 

repository will accrue an increased development cost until the component repository holds a 

sufficient numbers of components. The organizations that have developed already many 

similar applications must identify the reusable software components from existing system and 

fill the repository as soon as possible with minimal costs. Otherwise, developing generic 

components for reuse will demand additional development time and not providing benefits in 

savings for the initial few projects. We have seen this in cost benefit analysis chapter 7 that in 

first projects CBSD incurred loss and then it started to give benefits in savings in the second 

and third projects. Organizations must accept initial losses in the CBSD while repository is 

being populated; once the repository will be populated it returns the benefits in the form of 

savings. 
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